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ABSTRACT
Objectives Osteoarthritis (OA) patient stratification 
is an important challenge to design tailored treatments 
and drive drug development. Biochemical markers 
reflecting joint tissue turnover were measured in the 
IMI- APPROACH cohort at baseline and analysed using 
a machine learning approach in order to study OA- 
dominant phenotypes driven by the endotype- related 
clusters and discover the driving features and their 
disease- context meaning.
Method Data quality assessment was performed to 
design appropriate data preprocessing techniques. The 
k- means clustering algorithm was used to find dominant 
subgroups of patients based on the biochemical markers 
data. Classification models were trained to predict cluster 
membership, and Explainable AI techniques were used to 
interpret these to reveal the driving factors behind each 
cluster and identify phenotypes. Statistical analysis was 
performed to compare differences between clusters with 
respect to other markers in the IMI- APPROACH cohort 
and the longitudinal disease progression.
Results Three dominant endotypes were found, 
associated with three phenotypes: C1) low tissue 
turnover (low repair and articular cartilage/subchondral 
bone turnover), C2) structural damage (high bone 
formation/resorption, cartilage degradation) and 
C3) systemic inflammation (joint tissue degradation, 
inflammation, cartilage degradation). The method 
achieved consistent results in the FNIH/OAI cohort. C1 
had the highest proportion of non- progressors. C2 was 
mostly linked to longitudinal structural progression, and 
C3 was linked to sustained or progressive pain.
Conclusions This work supports the existence of 
differential phenotypes in OA. The biomarker approach 
could potentially drive stratification for OA clinical trials 
and contribute to precision medicine strategies for OA 
progression in the future.
Trial registration number NCT03883568.

INTRODUCTION
Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common form 
of arthritis among older people, affecting more 
than 500 million people (7% of the global popu-
lation).1 It is one of the most frequent causes of 
physical disability among older individuals and a 
major contributor to healthcare and societal costs 
globally.2 The risk factors for the development of 

OA include age, sex, obesity, previous joint inju-
ries, repeated stress on the joint, malalignment, 
genetics, bone shape (including deformities) and 
certain metabolic diseases.3 According to studies on 
the global burden of disease, knee OA represents 
the greatest burden.4 5 However, despite the ever- 
increasing rise in the incidence and burden of OA, 
there is an unmet need for new therapies that target 
the underlying pathophysiologies.6 The currently 
available pharmacological treatments are only 
able to target the symptoms of OA, and they have 
adverse side effects, especially in older adults with 
common comorbidities.

The development of effective treatments and 
disease- modifying OA drugs (DMOADs) for 
this debilitating condition is extremely chal-
lenging.7 Many of the approaches that have been 
tried thus far have either failed or produced 
unsatisfactory outcomes. One of the greatest 

Key messages

What is already known about this subject?
 ► There is an unmet need for new therapies that 
target the underlying pathology in osteoarthritis 
(OA).

 ► Computational methods based on unsupervised 
machine learning have the potential to stratify 
OA cohorts into subsets that correspond to 
distinct molecular endotypes.

What does this study add?
 ► By applying these methods to the IMI- 
APPROACH cohort, we identified three 
dominant clusters and characterised them as 
inflammatory, low- repair and subchondral 
bone/articular cartilage- driven phenotypes.

 ► Patients in the discovered clusters had 
statistically significant differences in clinical 
characteristics.

How might this impact on clinical practice or 
future developments?

 ► The biomarker- based endotype discovery 
approach could potentially drive stratification 
for OA clinical trials and contribute in the future 
to precision medicine strategies for OA care.
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challenges in OA drug development is the heterogeneity of 
the disease.8 9 However, despite being a multifaceted and 
heterogeneous syndrome, there is an opportunity to target 
different treatments to patients according to their disease 
drivers characterised by molecular endotypes (a description of 
a subset of patients with common molecular characteristics) 
and clinical phenotypes (an observable characteristic or trait 
of a disease).9 10 OA may be amenable to tailored treatments 
that target specific phenotypes, including inflammatory, low 
repair, subchondral bone, metabolic or articular cartilage- 
driven phenotypes.11–17

Therefore, development of computational tools that 
includes objectively measured markers, such as biochem-
ical markers, may facilitate OA drug development through 
patient subgrouping based on endotypic characteristics.9 11 
An example of an OA endotype could be a group of patients 
with elevated bone biochemical markers, as compared with 
the remaining of the OA population. Then, based on the 
link with clinical data, this subgroup could be annotated as 

having a bone- driven disease (ie, a OA disease phenotype), 
and hypothetically, this group of patients should be enriched 
for in clinical trials testing the efficacy of a bone- modulating 
drug.18

At present, defining the appropriate outcome measures that 
are needed for OA clinical trials and the objective assessment 
of new therapies is challenging.19 Therefore, new computational 
methods based on machine learning (ML) and big data analytics 
can help advance this field of research by enabling protocols for 
patient classification into subtypes, using a combination of clin-
ical, biochemical and/or imaging data.20–22

The aim of this study was to develop a methodology based 
on unsupervised ML (specifically, clustering) to identify/discover 
OA endotypes in the IMI- APPROACH cohort of patients with 
knee OA from a panel of 16 biochemical markers related to 
different joint tissue processes (eg, degradation, formation 
or inflammation), measured at the baseline of the study. The 
properties of the discovered clusters were thoroughly analysed 
using a combination of statistical and ML techniques, and the 

Table 1 Biochemical markers analysed in the APPROACH cohort sampled from serum (S) and urine (U)

Name
Inter- and 
intra- CV Detection range Description

S_C3M <15% 1–85 ng/mL Matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)- mediated type III collagen degradation fragment. Type III collagen is a major collagen of 
connective tissues, including synovial membrane. C3M has been shown to be released from synovial membranes in the presence of 
proinflammatory cytokines which activate MMPs.43

S_CRPM <15% 1–110 ng/mL MMP- mediated C reactive protein (CRP) degradation fragment. CRP is an acute reactant elevated in chronic inflammatory diseases. 
CRPM is a metabolite of CRP.44

S_ARGS <15% 0.01–0.40 pmol/mL ADAMTS- mediated aggrecan degradation products. Aggrecan is the major proteoglycan of articular cartilage. Like MMPs, ADAMTS are 
expressed and activated in the presence of proinflammatory cytokines.45

S_C10C <15% 500–7500 ng/mL Cathepsin K- mediated type X collagen degradation fragment. Type X collagen is a minor collagen expressed by the cartilage cells 
called chondrocytes.46

S_C2M <15% 0–10 ng/mL MMP- mediated type II collagen degradation fragment. Type 2 collagen is the major fibrillar protein of cartilage and C2M is released 
on activation of MMPs.47

S_COLL2_1 <15% 200–2200 nM Type II collagen degradation fragment similar, but from a different domain compared with C2M.48

S_COLL2_1NO2 <15% 150–6000 pg/mL Inflammation- related (nitrated) type- II collagen degradation fragment. Nitrosylation is a post- translational modification induced by an 
increase in oxidative stress associated with inflammation.48

S_COMP <15% 1–50 units/L Cartilage oligomeric matrix protein. COMP is articular cartilage protein, which is released when cartilage is turned over.49

S_CTXI <10% 0–3 ng/mL Cross- linked, isomerised and cathepsin K- generated fragment of type I collagen C- terminal telopeptide. Type I collagen is the major 
fibrillar protein of bone and some connective tissues. Cathepsin K is mainly expressed by osteoclast, making CTX- I a marker of bone 
resorption.50

S_HA <15% 10–800 ng/mL Hyaluronic acid is a glycosaminoglycan distributed widely across connective, epithelial and neural tissues, including articular cartilage. 
It is released as part of tissue remodelling and turnover induced by, for example, inflammation.50

S_hsCRP <10% 0–60 mg/L High- sensitive C reactive protein (hsCRP) is an acute reactant elevated in chronic inflammatory diseases and used as a diagnostic 
marker in different rheumatic diseases.51

S_PRO_C2 <10% 5–1000 ng/mL Type IIB collagen propeptide (synthesis). When new type II collagen is expressed by cartilage cells, PRO- C2 is released and is a 
reflection of cartilage formation.12

S_NMID <10% 1–180 ng/mL Bone gamma- carboxyglutamic acid- containing protein.52

S_RE_C1M <15% 10–500 ng/mL MMP- mediated type I collagen degradation. See S_C3M and S_CTX- I.53

U_CTXI_ALPHA <15% 0–10 μg/mmol Cathepsin K- generated fragment of type I collagen C- terminal telopeptide (corrected for creatinine) is a non- isomerised version of 
S_CTX- I and therefore believed to reflect degradation of young bone in contrast to the isomerised which measures old bone.54

U- CTXII <15% 10–2500 ng/mmol MMP- and cathepsin K- mediated type II collagen degradation fragment (corrected for creatinine). See CTX- I and C2M as well.50

Coefficient of variation (CV) and detection range are shown; for further assay validation, see references.

Figure 1 Overview of the data analysis pipeline. PCA, principal component analysis.
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consistency of the discovered clusters was validated using data 
from an external cohort.

METHODS
Cohort description and data collection
Applied Public- Private Research enabling OsteoArthritis Clinical 
Headway funded by the Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI- 
APPROACH, trial registration number: NCT03883568) is a 
prospective cohort study including 297 patients with tibiofem-
oral OA according to the American College of Rheumatology 
classification criteria. Patients were (pre)selected from existing 
cohorts using ML models, developed on data from the CHECK 
cohort, to display a high likelihood of radiographic joint space 
width (JSW) loss and/or knee pain progression.23 24 The ultimate 
objective of APPROACH is to use real- world data to develop 
analysis methodologies to define disease subtypes and iden-
tify different knee OA clusters/phenotypes, to allow targeted 
treatment.

The IMI- APPROACH cohort screened 433 patients with 
OA (at five centres: Utrecht and Leiden, The Netherlands; A 
Coruña, Spain; Paris, France; Oslo, Norway) and enrolled 297 
patients most likely to be pain and/or structural progressors 
at 2- year follow- up.24 Enrolled patients were predominantly 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

patients: 295, features: 16, clusters: 3

6

7
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13

Cluster 1 (93 patients)

Cluster 2 (109 patients)

Cluster 3 (93 patients)

Figure 2 Clustering visualisation (k=3) obtained with UMAP (Uniform 
Manifold Approximation and Projection).

Figure 3 Impact of biomarker values on classification models decisions. Biomarkers are ordered by importance (most important on top). The SHAP 
values on the x- axis represent strength and direction of impact (positive value indicates increased probability of belonging to the cluster) for each 
patient. The colour represents the biomarker value (blue if low, red if high).
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women (n=230), predominantly Caucasian/white (n=283), 
aged 44–82 years (median age: 67.5, IQR 62–71 years) and 
mostly overweight (median body mass index (BMI): 27 kg/m2, 
IQR 24.4–31.6). At baseline, serum (S) and urine (U) samples 
were collected for analyses of 16 biochemical markers (table 1). 
The biomarkers were measured in International Organization for 
Standardization- certified laboratories at Nordic Bioscience (S_
RE_C1M, S_C2M, S_C3M, S_C10C, S_CRPM, S_PRO_C2, U_
CTXII, S_CTXI, U_CTXI_ALPHA, S_NMID, S_HA, S_COMP 
and S_hsCRP), Artialis (S_COLL2_1 and S_COLL2_1NO2) and 
Lund University (S_ARGS). The list of biomarkers was selected 
based on present knowledge of joint tissue turnover and OA.

In addition to the biochemical markers data (B ), extra 
information (E ) was collected as part of the IMI- APPROACH 
cohort.23 These included assessment of radiographs of knees and 
hands, MRIs and CT scans of the knees, and outcomes of phys-
ical examinations and questionnaires: Function Index of Hand 
OA (FIHOA), Hip Disability and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score, 
Intermittent and Constant Osteoarthritis Pain Score, Knee- Injury 
and Osteoarthrosis Outcome Score (KOOS) and the 36- Item 
Short Form Health Survey. See online supplemental table B1. All 
data used in this paper were collected at the baseline visit of the 
study, except for the data on progression (Relation of clusters to 
progression section).

Data preprocessing
The biochemical markers data (B ) were log transformed to 
account for long- tailed distributions. Missing data in B  (<0.01% 
of values) were estimated (imputed) using either random Forest 
(RF) or k- nearest neighbour (KNN) regression models (see 
online supplemental appendix A, section 1.1).

As not all patients fasted before the sample collection, the 
fasting sensitivity of the biomarkers had to be assessed. The 
Spearman rank correlation with the patient’s fasting status was 
found to be weak, except for U_CTXI (r=0.41). The values for 
this biomarker were corrected with an imputation approach 
(see online supplemental appendix A, section 1.2). We opted 
for a model- agnostic correction (ie, correcting the data rather 
than altering the analysis model) because it is more suitable for 
the downstream ML analysis we performed. 

−
B  identifies the 

processed biomarkers data.

Clustering process
The extremes values of 

−
B  were trimmed with a combination of 

Tukey and Winsor methods25 to reduce the effect of outliers. 
Afterwards, principal component analysis was used to elimi-
nate correlated biomarkers (see online supplemental appendix 
A, section 1.4). This resulted in 13 principal components which 
were found to explain 95% of data variance. These components 
were clustered using the k - means algorithm.26 The optimum 
value for k  (number of clusters) was identified from the 
consensus of silhouette score, the j- score and adjusted mutual 
information score. To obtain a robust estimate of these metrics, 
for each  k = 1, . . . , 9  the k- means algorithm was run  10  times 
with different random seeds (see online supplemental appendix 
A, section 1.5). The clustering with the highest quality was found 
for  k = 2, 3 . We chose  k = 3  for the rest of the analysis in this 
paper as we aimed to investigate the highest number of mean-
ingful clusters. The final cluster membership was taken from the 
algorithm run with the highest silhouette score for  k = 3 .

Cluster interpretation
Using data in 

−
B , we trained three RF classification models 

predicting membership to each cluster (one cluster vs the rest) and 
then interpreted the model decisions using the SHAP (SHapley 
Additive exPlanations) TreeExplainer method,27 to understand 
which variables determine the cluster membership. RF hyper-
parameters were tuned through a nested cross- validation proce-
dure with recursive feature elimination (RFE- CV). See online 
supplemental appendix A, section 1.6 for more details.

Statistical analysis of cluster differences
To further describe the clusters, statistical tests were conducted 
for each feature in 

−
B  and E , to assess whether the clusters had 

statistically different distributions for individual markers. The 
Mann- Whitney U test was used for continuous and ordinal 
features, and the χ2 test for categorical ones. The clusters 
were compared pairwise, and the null hypothesis was rejected 
following the Benjamini- Hochberg correction procedure for 
multiple comparisons applied across features.28 The features in 
 
−
B  were inverse log transformed to operate on actual biomarker 
concentrations (see online supplemental appendix A, section 
1.3, for normality tests).

Figure 1 shows an overview of the entire data analysis pipe-
line described in this section, including data preprocessing, clus-
tering, cluster’s interpretation and the statistical analysis.

Validation on an external cohort
The proposed clustering pipeline was also applied to FNIH/
OAI. The FNIH/OAI is the largest available OA cohort that was 
similar to IMI- APPROACH in terms of biomarkers.29 The two 
cohorts had 11 biomarkers in common. Incurrent sample remea-
surement for the adjustment of technical batch effects could not 

Figure 4 Radar plot showing the median biomarker concentrations 
for each cluster. When the difference between the medians is 
statistically different, it is marked with a circle (instead of a dot). 
The axes show values between the 10% and 90% quantile and are 
expressed as percentages. The black arcs on the outside show the 
pathology associated with each biomarker.
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be performed, as no samples were left and available from the 
FNIH/OAI cohort for this purpose. Therefore precise data align-
ment on the absolute mean concentrations and variance between 
the two cohorts was not possible to conduct.30 31 As a result, 
the only possible type of external validation consisted in repli-
cating the clustering pipeline for the two cohorts restricted to 
the common set of 11 biomarkers and evaluating the consistency 
of the identified clusters across cohorts.

Potential age and sex-based bias
To investigate the potential bias of age and gender in the clus-
tering process, we statistically analysed the differences in age 
and sex across clusters, and we applied our clustering pipeline 
separately to the male and female subcohorts for both IMI- 
APPROACH and FNIH/OAI, to assess the consistency across 
clusters.

Relation of clusters to progression
To verify a relation between the clusters and disease progression, 
we used 2- year follow- up data to decide for each patient whether 
and how they have progressed, available only for a subset of 221 
IMI- APPROACH participants. We defined one non- progressive 
category and three progressive categories related to pain, struc-
ture, and combined pain and structure.23 24 Then we analysed 
the distribution of progressors in each cluster. See online supple-
mental appendix E for more details.

RESULTS
Cluster interpretation
Our clustering pipeline identified three clusters. These are shown 
in figure 2 as a two- dimensional projection obtained with UMAP 
(Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection).32 UMAP 
hyperparameters were optimised via grid search to maximise the 
two- dimensional silhouette score. The projection preserves the 
local neighbourhood structure and gives an idea of the strength 
of the global separation between the clusters in the original 
multidimensional space.

The classification models trained to predict patient’s cluster 
membership achieved high F1 scores (C1 vs rest: 0.85, C2 
vs rest: 0.91, C3 vs rest: 0.88). As a result, the subsequently 
performed model interpretation was expected to be meaningful. 
Figure 3 shows which biomarkers were predominantly used by 
each model to decide the cluster membership. Figure 4 compares 
the median biomarker concentrations for each cluster in a radar 
plot. Figure 5 shows the differences in biomarker value distribu-
tions across clusters. Bringing all these results together, the three 
clusters were interpreted as follows:

 ► Cluster 1 represents a low tissue turnover phenotype: 
patients have all the inflammation and structural damage 
related biomarkers in the mid/low ranges.

 ► Cluster 2 represents a structural damage phenotype: patients 
have high values of the bone and cartilage markers: S_CTXI, 
U_CTXIALPHA, S_NMID and U_CTXII.

 ► Cluster 3 represents a systemic inflammation phenotype: 
patients have high values of the inflammatory and MMP- 
driven markers: S_hsCRP, S_RE_C1M, S_CRPM and S_
C3M. In contrast, these patients show low values of bone 
and cartilage related markers: U_CTXIALPHA, S_NMID, 
and S_CTXI.

Clustering stability
The clustering stability was investigated by comparing the results 
obtained for  k = 3  with those obtained for k = 4  and  k = 5 . We 

found that clusters and interpretation were reasonably preserved 
at least until  k = 5 . This demonstrates that the three clusters 
analysed in this work are well- defined in the data space and 
robust with respect to finer clustering (see online supplemental 
appendix A, section 1.7).

Statistical analysis of differences between clusters
Several statistically significant differences in clinical scores were 
found. Full results are provided in online supplemental appendix 
B, and here we only present highlights of those findings. All 
figures cited in this section are provided in online supplemental 
appendix B.

 ► Clusters 2 and 3 had a higher percentage of women than 
cluster 1, and cluster 3 had a higher mean BMI (online 
supplemental figure B15).

 ► There was no difference in median age and range, smoking 
status, comorbidities and use of OA medication (online 
supplemental figure B14) across the clusters.

 ► Cluster 3 had statistically more patients experiencing 
substantial pain when standing (KOOS_P09, online supple-
mental figure B9), burning sensation (pain detect 09, online 
supplemental appendix B, B14) and more pain now and on 
average over the past 4 weeks (pain detect 01 and 03, online 
supplemental figure B14) than clusters 1 and 2. Patients in 
cluster 2 also experienced more pain in the past week than 
those in cluster 1 (pain detect 03, B14). Maximum Numeric 
Rating Scale (NRS) pain for hands were higher in cluster 3 
(online supplemental figure B15), as well as having worse 
overall health self- assessment (SF36_11d, online supple-
mental figure B17).

 ► Cluster 1 has higher knee JSW (mean) than cluster 2 and less 
severe carpometacarpal Kellgren- Lawrence scores compared 
with cluster 3 (online supplemental figure B17).

External validation using FNIH/OAI data
We reduced the set of data features to the common subset of 
11 biomarkers across the IMI- APPROACH and FNIH/OAI 
cohorts and applied the same clustering pipeline to both data-
sets. Figure 6 shows the comparison of obtained clusters. Despite 
the removal of five biomarkers, the IMI- APPROACH clusters 
still corresponded to structural damage, inflammatory and low 
tissue turnover endotypes. The FNIH/OAI clusters were found 
to consistently exhibit the same patterns, demonstrating cross- 
cohort robustness of our approach (see online supplemental 
appendix C).

Analysis of age and gender-based bias
We found no statistical difference between clusters in terms of 
age, as well as no statistical difference between male and female 
subcohorts in terms of age (see online supplemental figure 
D1). However, the male and female subcohorts had statisti-
cally different distributions for the following eight biomarkers: 
S_ARGS, S_C10C, S_COLL2_1, S_COLL2_1NO2, S_CTXI, S_
NMID, U_CTXII and U_CTXI_ALPHA. Moreover, the clusters 
were significantly different in terms of gender, suggesting that it 
plays an important role in driving the clustering results (online 
supplemental figure D4). Similar patterns could be found for the 
FNIH/OAI cohort (see online supplemental appendix D).

Relation of clusters to progression
Table 2 summarises the progression status of the clusters. While 
we found progressors in all clusters, they were not distributed 
uniformly by progression type. There was more pain- related 
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progressors and combined pain and structure progressors in the 
inflammation cluster (C3). Similarly, there were more structure- 
related progressors in the structural damage cluster (C2). The 
highest relative number of non- progressive patients was found in 
the low tissue turnover cluster (C1) and the lowest in the inflam-
mation cluster (C3).

DISCUSSION
The aim of this work was to test if ML techniques can be used to 
identify biologically meaningful subgroups of patients with OA in 

the APPROACH cohort based on selected biochemical markers. 
By using clustering, that is, an unsupervised ML approach that 
does not exploit domain knowledge, we were able to identify 
molecular endotypes from 16 well- defined biochemical markers 
reflecting different molecular pathways and ongoing pathophys-
iological processes. We discovered three distinct OA pheno-
types associated with the clusters (endotypes): C1—a low tissue 
turnover phenotype, C2—a structural damage phenotype and 
C3—systemic inflammation phenotype. The clustering reflects 
well the current biological and mechanistic understanding of 

Figure 5 Comparison of biochemical markers’ distributions in each cluster, and the statistical relevance of differences between them.
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the respective biomarkers, in that distinct patterns could be 
identified for the subtypes. In particular, the combination of 
different markers describes the underlying biology in the clus-
ters. This result is in line with published results from the FNIH/
OAI biomarker initiative,29 33 and the progression status of the 

members of each cluster is consistent with the cluster inter-
pretation provided above: C1 has the highest proportion of 
non- progressors, C2 has the highest proportion of structural 
progressors and C3 has the highest proportion of pain- related 
progressors, and those progressing both in pain and in struc-
ture. However, although the proportions varied (ranging from 
43% to 56%) progressive patients were found in all clusters. 
This means that the clusters represent different disease subtypes, 
within which the progression may occur.

Putting this in context of the work conducted on markers in 
clinical interventional trials, a few things can be learnt. Oral 
salmon calcitonin was tested as an antiresorptive treatment 
for OA. The phase III clinical trials failed to meet their clin-
ical endpoints. Interestingly, calcitonin did significantly modu-
late CTX- I and CTX- II.34 There are likely several reasons why 
this study failed, however, it begs to wonder what would the 
outcome have been if the study was enriched for C2 patients? 
Another failed trial was testing the efficacy of the IL- 1 mono-
clonal antibody in OA and found markers from C3 modulated by 
treatment.35 Would it still fail if it was enriched for C3 patients?

Despite a large and growing disease burden in OA, many phar-
maceutical companies have de- emphasized or even abandoned 
OA drug development due to perceived hurdles. Crucial in this 
is the lack of appropriate predictive and outcome measures that 
can robustly identify patients early in the disease, which may 
benefit from a specific therapy. The lack of specific and sensitive 
baseline characteristics and subsequent endpoints to differen-
tiate between responders and non- responders, both at the level 
of pain and tissue structure modification (ie, DMOAD), has led 
to trials that included hundreds of patients in each arm with at 
least 3- year follow- up. Despite these enormous trials, European 
Medicines Agency and Food and Drug Administration have not 
approved any DMOAD yet.36 There is a general lack of under-
standing of OA pathogenesis which appears rather variable and 
likely reflects different phenotypes with fundamental differences 
in disease aetiology, tissue alterations, clinical manifestations 
(pain/mobility) and disease progression. Although the current 
mindset for drug treatment in the field is moving to a more 
personalised medicine and patient stratification approach, there 
are no accepted methods or guidelines to classify patients with 
OA, for example, to predict the underlying pathophysiology, to 
select patients according to their prognosis or to differentiate 
between patients in terms of diagnosis methodology and treat-
ment plan. However, several initiatives have been initiated to 
generate more focus on the development of projects for identi-
fying endotypes. For example, a framework for conducting and 
reporting phenotyping research was provided37—this may very 
well be the first step toward integrating the concept of pheno-
typing in research.

A better understanding of disease stratification and acceptance 
of a guideline to classify patients with OA will provide clear 
phenotype- directed protocols for DMOAD trials that enable us 
to target subgroups with OA that have uniform disease charac-
teristics, thereby increasing the chances of success. We propose 
that the biomarker clustering analysis performed herein can 
be used to stratify patients with OA into groups with distinct 
molecular endotypes. This approach could potentially drive OA 
clinical trials stratification and serve as the basis for precision 
medicine strategies for OA progression in the future. Although 
there are limited data publicly available, there have been a few 
attempts to identify multimarker endotypes in OA. Sonh et al 
showed that several cytokines were elevated in synovial fluid 
and serum of patients with OA compared with normal samples 
when looking at an average level; however, it was also obvious 

Figure 6 Radar plots comparing clusters found in the IMI- APPROACH 
and FNIH/OAI cohorts, using common subset of biomarkers. The median 
biomarker concentration for each cluster is shown. When the difference 
between the medians is statistically significant, it is marked with a circle 
(instead of a dot).

Table 2 Distribution of progressive IMI- APPROACH patients across 
clusters.

Cluster (members) No progression Only pain Only structure Both

C1 (69) 39 (57%) 20 (29%) 7 (10%) 3 (4%)

C2 (84) 45 (54%) 21 (25%) 16 (19%) 2 (2%)

C3 (68) 30 (44%) 25 (37%) 7 (10%) 6 (9%)
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that the pattern was very heterogeneous.38 Werdyani et al identi-
fied three distinct endotypes using metabolomics.39 One of those 
clusters showed some association with muscle weakness. These 
data suggest that a subset of patients could belong to an inflam-
matory endotype.

Moreover, we focused on biochemical markers measured at 
the baseline of the study, and not their longitudinal changes, 
as this analysis would be more useful to inform future clinical 
trials. Longitudinal monitoring of biomarkers can give insight 
in the pharmacodynamic effects or provide early proof of effec-
tiveness of a compound in interventional clinical trials, however 
often fail to predict progression in the study population in these 
trials.34 40–42 Therefore, although longitudinal monitoring of 
individual biomarkers are only modestly predictive (if at all) of 
knee OA progression, they might have some utility as patient 
stratification like described herein for enriching OA trials for 
progressors.29

As more longitudinal data of the IMI- APPROACH cohort 
becomes available (currently an ongoing process), future inves-
tigations could explore the longitudinal data on biomarkers, 
imaging and other markers in IMI- APPROACH to further refine 
the description of the phenotypes and possibly explore more 
detailed stratifications. This analysis could take many different 
directions, for example, analyse cluster membership differences 
between visits or on comparison of the entire patient trajectories 
over 2 years of the study.

The main limitations of this work were the small numbers 
of patients in the IMI- APPROACH cohort and being able to 
perform only a partial validation with an external cohort, limited 
to a common subset of biomarkers. It would be beneficial for 
the field if future biomarker studies use a superset of the FNIH/
OAI and IMI- APPROACH biomarkers, to allow for a complete 
validation of the discovered clusters. The use of predefined set 
of biochemical markers limits the discovery potential to certain 
molecular mechanisms. This could be avoided if clustering was 
performed on data generated by an untargeted platform (eg, 
RNA- seq); however, the analysis of such high- dimensional 
data is often much less robust, especially on small sample sizes. 
Finally, more research should be conducted on more abundant 
cohorts to fully evaluate the gender bias in clustering analysis of 
OA- related biochemical markers. From our analysis in the IMI- 
APPROACH and FNIH/OAI cohorts, we believe it is advisable 
for future studies to consider male and female patients separately 
and possibly draw conclusions that are gender based, if sample 
sizes are large enough.
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Appendix A 1 

 2 
Supplementary material of “Osteoarthritis Endotype Discovery via Clustering of 3 
Biochemical Marker Data” by F. Angelini, P. Widera, A. Mobasheri, J. Blair, A. 4 
Struglics, M. Uebelhoer, Y. Henrotin, Anne C. Marijnissen, M. Kloppenburg, F.J. 5 
Blanco, I.K. Haugen, F. Berenbaum, C. Ladel, J. Larkin, A. C. Bay-Jensen and J. 6 
Bacardit. 7 

1 BIOCHEMICAL MARKERS DATA AND CLUSTERING 8 
 9 

1.1 Missing data imputation 10 
 11 
Two patients were dropped out of the study, because 14 out of 16 values for the 12 
biochemical markers were missing. Among the remaining patients, only 6 patients 13 
had between 1-3 missing values, representing the 0.0025% of the values. Despite 14 
this small percentage, instead of dropping out those patients or those features 15 
completely, a machine learning based imputation approach has been followed. The 16 
aim was to estimate the missing values in certain features from the existing values in 17 
other features. Imputation models based on Random Forest (RF) and K-Nearest 18 
Neighbour (KNN) regression models were trained and tested on the data subset of   19 
containing no missing data, named  , following a bootstrapping-like procedure. The 20 
performance was measured with the cross-validated, averaged    score, denoted as 21   ̅̅̅̅ .(1,2) Since imputation performance strongly depends on appropriate hyper-22 
parameters selection, a grid-search was applied as inner loop in a Nested Cross-23 
Validation (NCV) procedure (5 round-robin outer folds, 10 round-robin inner folds), to 24 
minimise the chance of overfitting the models and overestimating the    scores.(3) 25 
Subsequently, a further cross-validated grid-search (10 folds) was performed on  , 26 
to find a generalised set of hyper-parameter  ̇. Therefore, for each feature 27 

separately, if   ̅̅̅̅     , the best model was selected by maximising the score 28   ̅̅̅̅       , where   represents the standard deviation (Table A1). Otherwise, the 29 
Median value on the entire population was used as imputer. Actual imputation was 30 
performed by training the candidate model on  , except the patients to impute, and 31 
using hyper-parameters  ̇. 32 
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Table A1. Missing data hyper-parameters summary. 33 

  KNN RF   

Biomarker Missing 
values 

Grid-search Best parameters   ̅̅̅̅        
Grid-search Best parameters   ̅̅̅̅        

Imputation 

S_CTXI 1 (0.33%) neighbours: 2, 5, 10, 
15, 20, 25, 30 

neighbours: 5 0.54 ± 0.09 trees: 100, 500 
depth: 2, 3, 4, 5 
features: 4, 8, 12 

depth: 3 
features: 4 
trees: 500 

0.64 ± 0.12 RF 

S_hsCRP 1 (0.33%) neighbours: 10 0.32 ± 0.15 depth: 3 
features: 4 
trees: 100 

0.37 ± 0.21 RF 

S_PRO_C2 1 (0.33%) neighbours: 25 -0.076 ± 0.079 depth: 3 
features: 4  
trees: 500 

-0.072 ± 0.15 Median 

S_NMID 1 (0.33%) neighbours: 5 0.47 ± 0.14 depth: 5 
features: 4  
trees: 100 

0.53 ± 0.2 RF 

S_COLL2_1 2 (0.67%) neighbours: 25 0.014 ± 0.083 depth: 3 
features: 4  
trees: 100 

-0.051 ± 0.34 Median 

S_COLL2_1NO2 2 (0.67%) neighbours: 30 0.1 ± 0.074 depth: 3 
features: 4 
trees: 500 

0.19 ± 0.18 RF 

U_CTXI_ALPHA 4 (1.35%) neighbours: 10 0.41 ± 0.13 depth: 3 
features: 4 
trees: 500 

0.43 ± 0.18 KNN 

U_CTXII 4 (1.35%) neighbours: 25  0.14 ± 0.08 depth: 4 
features: 4 
trees: 100 

0.14 ± 0.19 KNN 

 34 
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1.2 Correction of fasting-sensitive values 35 
 36 
The patients were asked to fast for at least 6 hours prior sampling. However, 37 
although efforts were made to maximize fasted sample collection, including the offer 38 
of an in-home visit on the morning of the baseline timepoint, this was not always 39 
feasible primarily due to the start time and length of the clinical visits. As a result, 40 
samples from 79 of the 297 patients were collected unfasted and noted in the study 41 
records to assess any potential effects on data analysis. The Spearman rank 42 
correlation was computed between each feature and the fasting status (binary). 15 43 
out of 16 markers turned out to be weakly correlated (<27%). As opposed, U_CTXI 44 
was moderately correlated with the fasting status (41%). Therefore, U_CTXI values 45 
for the 79 non-fasting patients were replaced with imputed values, following the 46 
same approach explained in Section 1.1 (Figure A1). 47 
 48 

1.3 Normality test 49 
 50 
Biochemical markers pre-processed as explained in Section 2.1 and 2.2, were 51 
further inverse log transformed to compensate for the initial log transformation and 52 
get marker actual concentrations. Therefore, Shapiro tests for normality were 53 
conducted (α = 0.05). The results are shown in Figure A2. It turned out that none of 54 
the markers were normally distributed.  55 
 56 

1.4 Mutual correlation between markers 57 
 58 
The mutual Spearman-rank correlation between features prior clustering is shown in 59 
Figure A3. 60 
 61 

1.5 Parameter optimisation for clustering 62 
 63 
Additional insights regarding the KMEANS optimisation are given in Figure A4. 64 
 65 

1.6 Cluster interpretation 66 
 67 
Model performance estimation 68 
 69 
To help with model interpretation, we used feature selection to identify the minimal 70 
set of relevant features to discriminate between a cluster and the rest. To this aim we 71 
used Recursive Feature Elimination Cross Validation (RFECV), with a nested grid-72 
search cross validation to optimise RF hyperparameters. The used metric was the 73 
F1-score. Therefore, the mean F1-score was computed by further cross-validating 74 
on the whole dataset, to obtain a robust and not over-estimated performance for the 75 
one-cluster-vs-the-rest RF model. The idea behind this process, i.e., CV-RFECV, is 76 
that if the mean F1-score is sufficiently high, therefore any RF model (optimised in 77 
the same manner) can be potentially trusted. Figure A5 and Table A1 for more 78 
insights. 79 
 80 
Model Selection 81 
 82 
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To interpret the classification models and understand the identity of each cluster, we 83 
need to select a single model for each one-cluster-vs-the-rest version of the data. If 84 
the mean F1-score obtained in the previous step was acceptable, e.g., greater than 85 
.80, a new RFE cross-validation was run on the whole dataset, with a nested grid-86 
search as in the previous step. See Figure A5 and Table A1 for more insights. 87 
 88 
Model Interpretation 89 
 90 
Once the model was selected, the state-of-the-art SHAP explainable AI method was 91 
used to estimate the importance magnitudes of input features. SHAP values 92 
estimate feature relevance in predicting cluster labels, and are useful for the initial 93 
cluster interpretation.(4,5) 94 
 95 

1.7 Cluster stability 96 
 97 
As opposite to Hierarchical Clustering,  -means is not based on a rigid data point 98 
distance-based hierarchy. Therefore, in principle, it is possible that by increasing the 99 
number clusters to look for, k, the new cluster composition may disrupt the one found 100 
for lower values of k, revealing that those clusters were not as stable and well 101 
defined as expected. This is, for example, the case of poorly concentrated clusters, 102 
that tend to be split or vanished when finer cluster subdivision is requested and  -103 
means is used. In this sense, the robustness of the clusters discussed in this paper 104 
was questioned. Thus, the pipeline discussed in Section 4 was run by setting     105 
and     and clustering results compared to those obtained for    . It turned out 106 
that most of the patients that were into the same cluster at    , keep staying into 107 
the same cluster at     and    , preserving a major part of the SHAP profile 108 
associated (Figures A6 and A7). This demonstrates that the three clusters 109 
considered in this paper are well-defined in the data space and robust with respect to 110 
finer clustering representations. 111 
 112 
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 130 

Figure A1. Correction of S_CTXI values for non-fasting patients. “Fasting” patients’ distribution is compared to 131 
“non-fasting” patients’ distribution. The “non-fasting” patients’ distribution was therefore imputed from the other 132 
biomarkers using a predictive model based on Random Forest, obtaining the “imputed” distribution. Each dot 133 
represents a patient S_CTXI concentration. 134 

  135 
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 136 

Figure A2. Distribution histograms for inverse log transformed, pre-processed, biochemical markers. On top of 137 
each graph, the Shapiro test for normality result is shown with correspondent p value. 138 
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 140 

 141 
Figure A3. Pair-wise Spearman Rank correlation coefficients between biochemical markers data in  ̅.     142 
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 143 
Figure A4. KMEANS optimisation report obtained by varying the random initialisation of the initial centroid 144 
position. (Top) Silhouette scores for different k values obtained by 10 random initializations of KMEANS. The 145 
silhouette score ranges between -1 to +1 and measures the data separation associated with of the labels set 146 
found by KMEANS at specific k. High/low median values mean higher/lower data separation. Diamond symbol 147 
represents outliers of the IQR. The star symbol represents the k chosen in this work. (Centre) Adjusted Mutual 148 
Information (AMI) computed between each pair of label sets considered in the Top graph. AMI ranges between 0 149 
and +1 and it is used to measure the pairwise agreement between labels sets. High/low median values mean 150 
high/low agreement. Diamond symbol represents outliers of the IQR. (Bottom) Median J-score obtained by the 151 
label sets considered in the Top graph. The J-score is the sum of the squared distances of samples to their 152 
closest cluster centroid and it measures the dispersion of clusters. The best k w.r.t. j-score is the one that 153 
corresponds to the “elbow” of the curve. 154 

  155 
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 156 
Figure A5. CV-RFECV overview. (Left) The model performance estimation aims at estimating a robust F1-score 157 
(Mean F1-score) that measures whether we can trust RF models trained on the whole data (one-vs-the-rest 158 
case). The method is based on a nested cross-validation procedure. (Right) In case the Mean F1-score obtained 159 
in the model performance estimation is high enough (>80%, set empirically), the model selection selects the best 160 
model for one-vs-the-rest clusters interpretation. 161 

 162 

Table A1. CV-RFECV hyperparameters. “Ki“ denotes the number of folds for the cross-validation splits. “Step” 163 
and “Min number of features” respectively represent the number of features to drop at each RFE iteration and the 164 
minimum possible number of features to select with RFE. “Number of estimators”, “Max depth” and “Criterion” 165 
respectively represent the number of trees for Random Forest, maximum depth of each tree and split criterion.  166 

FOLDS RFECV GridSearchCV for RF 

K1 5 Step 1 Number of estimators 100, 250, 500 
K2 5 Min number of features 2 Max depth 2, 3, 4, 5 
K3 5   Criterion Gini, entropy 
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 168 
Figure A6. Sankey diagram mapping KMEANS clusters obtained by using k=3, 4, and 5, showing the robustness 169 
of the clusters found at k=3 and discussed in the paper. Most patients within the three clusters found at k=3 is still 170 
into the same cluster at k=4, although a new cluster is generated (“unknow1”). At k=5, most of the unknown1 171 
patients are still into the same cluster, while a new cluster is created (unknown2). However, still a consistent 172 
number of patients that at k=3 was into the same cluster are kept into the same cluster at k=5. 173 

  174 
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Appendix B 1 

 2 
Supplementary material of “Osteoarthritis Endotype Discovery via Clustering of 3 
Biochemical Marker Data” by F. Angelini, P. Widera, A. Mobasheri, J. Blair, A. 4 
Struglics, M. Uebelhoer, Y. Henrotin, Anne C. Marijnissen, M. Kloppenburg, F.J. 5 
Blanco, I.K. Haugen, F. Berenbaum, C. Ladel, J. Larkin, A. C. Bay-Jensen and J. 6 
Bacardit. 7 

1 CLUSTERS BASED STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR EXTRA MARKERS   8 
 9 
In this appendix, the results of the statistical analysis conducted on extra marker 10 
denoted as E are provided. The analysis aims at discovering whether the clusters 11 
found in biochemical markers data B show statistically relevant differences in terms 12 
of markers in E. In Table B1, the list of considered features (markers) in E is 13 
provided. These features are those that have at most 5% of missing values (markers 14 
with more abundant missing values were discarded). In Figures B1 through B18, the 15 
feature distributions by cluster are provided, including the pair-wise p values for 16 
statistically different clusters. Table B2 summarises how many features in each 17 
category show statistically significant differences. 18 
 19 
 20 
Table B1. Additional features (denoted as E) considered from the IMI-APPROACH cohort for statistical analysis 21 
of biochemical markers-based clustering. 22 

Category Feature Detected values Description Missing 

CT Acromioclavicular_Max 0;1;2;3; Max of Acromioclavicular left and right 1 

CT Cyst_H 0:none;1:lateral:2:bilateral; None or lateral or bilateral Cyst (hip) 1 

CT Cyst_K 0;1; Cyst (knee) 1 

CT DISH_Kuperus 0;1;2;3; DISH by Kuperus et al 3 

CT Degenerative_Disc_Dis
ease_C1 

0;1;2;3; Degenerative Disc Disease Cervical worst 
affected 

2 

CT Degenerative_Disc_Dis
ease_C2 

0;1;2;3; Degenerative Disc Disease Cervical second 
worst affected 

2 

CT Degenerative_Disc_Dis
ease_L1 

0;1;2;3; Degenerative Disc Disease Lumbar worst 
affected 

5 

CT Degenerative_Disc_Dis
ease_L2 

0;1;2;3; Degenerative Disc Disease Lumbar second 
worst affected 

5 

CT Degenerative_Disc_Dis
ease_T1 

0;1;2;3; Degenerative Disc Disease Thorax worst 
affected 

3 

CT Degenerative_Disc_Dis
ease_T2 

0;1;2;3; Degenerative Disc Disease Thorax second 
worst affected 

3 

CT Disk_Narrowing_C1 0;1;2;3; Disk Narrowing Cervical worst affected 2 

CT Disk_Narrowing_C2 0;1;2;3; Disk Narrowing Cervical second worst 
affected 

2 

CT Disk_Narrowing_L1 0;1;2;3; Disk Narrowing Lumbar worst affected 5 

CT Disk_Narrowing_L2 0;1;2;3; Disk Narrowing Lumbar second worst affected 5 

CT Disk_Narrowing_T1 0;1;2;3; Disk Narrowing Thorax worst affected 3 

CT Disk_Narrowing_T2 0;1;2;3; Disk Narrowing Thorax second worst affected 3 

CT F_Cort_Lat_BMD_K -300-2000 Femur Cortical Bone Plate Lateral Bone 
Marrow Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT F_Cort_Med_BMD_K -300-2000 Femur Cortical Bone Plate Medial Bone 
Marrow Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT F_Cort_Tot_BMD_K -300-2000 Femur Cortical Bone Plate Total Bone Marrow 
Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT F_Epiphysis_Lat_BMD_
K 

-300-2000 Femur Epiphysis Lateral Bone Marrow 
Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT F_Epiphysis_Med_BMD
_K 

-300-2000 Femur Epiphysis Medial Bone Marrow 
Density (mg/cm3) 

15 
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CT F_Epiphysis_Tot_BMD_
K 

-300-2000 Femur Epiphysis Total Bone Marrow Density 
(mg/cm3) 

15 

CT F_Juxtaphy_Lat_BMD_
K 

-300-2000 Femur Juxta-Physis Lateral Bone Marrow 
Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT F_Juxtaphy_Med_BMD
_K 

-300-2000 Femur Juxta-Physis Medial Bone Marrow 
Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT F_Juxtaphy_Tot_BMD_
K 

-300-2000 Femur Juxta-Physis Total Bone Marrow 
Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT F_MidEpi_Lat_BMD_K -300-2000 Femur Mid Epiphysis Lateral Bone Marrow 
Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT F_MidEpi_Med_BMD_K -300-2000 Femur Mid Epiphysis Medial Bone Marrow 
Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT F_MidEpi_Tot_BMD_K -300-2000 Femur Mid Epiphysis Total Bone Marrow 
Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT F_SubchEpi_Lat_BMD_
K 

-300-2000 Femur Subchondral Epiphysis Lateral Bone 
Marrow Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT F_SubchEpi_Med_BMD
_K 

-300-2000 Femur Subchondral Epiphysis Medial Bone 
Marrow Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT F_SubchEpi_Tot_BMD_
K 

-300-2000 Femur Subchondral Epiphysis Total Bone 
Marrow Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT Facet_C1 0;1;2;3;4;5; Facet Cervical worst affected 2 

CT Facet_C2 0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7; Facet Cervical second worst affected 2 

CT Facet_L1 0;1;2;3; Facet Lumbar worst affected 4 

CT Facet_L2 0;1;2;3;4;5; Facet Lumbar second worst affected 4 

CT Facet_T1 0;1;2;3; Facet Thorax worst affected 2 

CT Facet_T2 0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;10;11;12; Facet Thorax second worst affected 2 

CT Glenohumeral_Max 0;1;2;3; Max of Glenohumeral left and right 1 

CT JSN_H_Max 0;1;2;3; Joint space narrowing (hip) max of left and 
right 

1 

CT JSN_K 0;1;2;3; Joint Space Narrowing (knee) 1 

CT Level_C1 0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7; Level of Cervical worst affected 2 

CT Level_C2 0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7; Level of Cervical second worst affected 2 

CT Level_L1 0;1;2;3;4;5; Level of Lumbar worst affected 5 

CT Level_L2 0;1;2;3;4;5; Level of Lumbar second worst affected 5 

CT Level_T1 0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;10;11;12; Level of Thorax worst affected 3 

CT Level_T2 0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;10;11;12; Level of Thorax second worst affected 3 

CT OA_HL 0;1;2;3; OA (hip left) 1 

CT OA_HR 0;1;2;3; OA (hip right) 1 

CT OA_K 0;1;2;3; OA (knee) 1 

CT Osteophyte_C1 0;1;2;3; Osteophyte Cervical worst affected 2 

CT Osteophyte_C2 0;1;2;3; Osteophyte Cervical second worst affected 2 

CT Osteophyte_HL 0;1;2;3; Osteophyte (hip left) 1 

CT Osteophyte_HR 0;1;2;3; Osteophyte (hip right) 1 

CT Osteophyte_K 0;1;2;3; Osteophytes (knee) 1 

CT Osteophyte_L1 0;1;2;3; Osteophyte Lumbar worst affected 5 

CT Osteophyte_L2 0;1;2;3; Osteophyte Lumbar second worst affected 5 

CT Osteophyte_T1 0;1;2;3; Osteophyte Thorax worst affected 3 

CT Osteophyte_T2 0;1;2;3; Osteophyte Thorax second worst affected 3 

CT Patellofemoral 0;1;2;3; Patellofemoral 1 

CT Sclerosis_EP_irr_C1 0;1;2; Sclerosis/endplate irregularity Cervical worst 
affected 

2 

CT Sclerosis_EP_irr_C2 0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7; Sclerosis/endplate irregularity Cervical 
second worst affected 

2 

CT Sclerosis_EP_irr_L1 0;1; Sclerosis/endplate irregularity Lumbar worst 
affected 

5 

CT Sclerosis_EP_irr_L2 0;1; Sclerosis/endplate irregularity Lumbar second 
worst affected 

5 
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CT Sclerosis_EP_irr_T1 0;1; Sclerosis/endplate irregularity Thorax worst 
affected 

3 

CT Sclerosis_EP_irr_T2 0;1; Sclerosis/endplate irregularity Thorax second 
worst affected 

3 

CT Sumscore_C1 0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;10 Sumscore Cervical worst affected 2 

CT Sumscore_C2 0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;10 Sumscore Cervical second worst affected 2 

CT Sumscore_HL 0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;10 Sum score (hip left) 1 

CT Sumscore_HR 0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;10 Sum score (hip right) 1 

CT Sumscore_K 0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;10 Sum score (knee) 1 

CT Sumscore_L1 0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;10 Sumscore Lumbar worst affected 5 

CT Sumscore_L2 0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;10 Sumscore Lumbar second worst affected 5 

CT Sumscore_T1 0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;10 Sumscore Thorax worst affected 3 

CT Sumscore_T2 0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;10 Sumscore Thorax second worst affected 3 

CT T_Cort_Lat_BMD_K -300-2000 Tibia Cortical Bone Plate Lateral Bone 
Marrow Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_Cort_Med_BMD_K -300-2000 Tibia Cortical Bone Plate Medial Bone Marrow 
Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_Cort_Tot_BMD_K -300-2000 Tibia Cortical Bone Plate Total Bone Marrow 
Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_EpiphysisLat_BMD_
Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Epiphysis Lateral Bone Marrow Density 
covered by meniscus (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_Epiphysis_Lat_BMD_
K 

-300-2000 Tibia Epiphysis Lateral Bone Marrow Density 
(mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_Epiphysis_Lat_BMD_
N_Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Epiphysis Lateral Bone Marrow Density 
not covered by meniscus (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_Epiphysis_Med_BMD
_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Epiphysis Medial Bone Marrow Density 
(mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_Epiphysis_Med_BMD
_Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Epiphysis Medial Bone Marrow Density 
covered by meniscus (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_Epiphysis_Med_BMD
_N_Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Epiphysis Medial Bone Marrow Density 
not covered by meniscus (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_Epiphysis_Tot_BMD_
K 

-300-2000 Tibia Epiphysis Total Bone Marrow Density 
(mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_Epiphysis_Tot_BMD_
Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Epiphysis Total Bone Marrow Density 
covered by meniscus (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_Epiphysis_Tot_BMD_
N_Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Epiphysis Total Bone Marrow Density 
not covered by meniscus (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_Juxtaphy_Lat_BMD_
K 

-300-2000 Tibia Juxta-Physis Lateral Bone Marrow 
Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_Juxtaphy_Lat_BMD_
Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Juxta-Physis Lateral Bone Marrow 
Density covered by meniscus (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_Juxtaphy_Lat_BMD_
N_Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Juxta-Physis Lateral Bone Marrow 
Density not covered by meniscus (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_Juxtaphy_Med_BMD
_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Juxta-Physis Medial Bone Marrow 
Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_Juxtaphy_Med_BMD
_Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Juxta-Physis Medial Bone Marrow 
Density covered by meniscus (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_Juxtaphy_Med_BMD
_N_Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Juxta-Physis Medial Bone Marrow 
Density not covered by meniscus (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_Juxtaphy_Tot_BMD_
K 

-300-2000 Tibia Juxta-Physis Total Bone Marrow Density 
(mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_Juxtaphy_Tot_BMD_
Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Juxta-Physis Total Bone Marrow Density 
covered by meniscus (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_Juxtaphy_Tot_BMD_
N_Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Juxta-Physis Total Bone Marrow Density 
not covered by meniscus (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_MidEpi_Lat_BMD_K -300-2000 Tibia Mid Epiphysis Lateral Bone Marrow 
Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_MidEpi_Lat_BMD_M
enis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Mid Epiphysis Lateral Bone Marrow 
Density covered by meniscus (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_MidEpi_Lat_BMD_N_
Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Mid Epiphysis Lateral Bone Marrow 
Density not covered by meniscus (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_MidEpi_Med_BMD_K -300-2000 Tibia Mid Epiphysis Medial Bone Marrow 
Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_MidEpi_Med_BMD_
Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Mid Epiphysis Medial Bone Marrow 
Density covered by meniscus (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_MidEpi_Med_BMD_N
_Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Mid Epiphysis Medial Bone Marrow 
Density not covered by meniscus (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_MidEpi_Tot_BMD_K -300-2000 Tibia Mid Epiphysis Total Bone Marrow 
Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_MidEpi_Tot_BMD_M
enis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Mid Epiphysis Total Bone Marrow 
Density covered by meniscus (mg/cm3) 

15 
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CT T_MidEpi_Tot_BMD_N
_Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Mid Epiphysis Total Bone Marrow 
Density not covered by meniscus (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_SubchEpi_Lat_BMD_
K 

-300-2000 Tibia Subchondral Epiphysis Lateral Bone 
Marrow Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_SubchEpi_Lat_BMD_
Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Subchondral Epiphysis Lateral Bone 
Marrow Density covered by meniscus 
(mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_SubchEpi_Lat_BMD_
N_Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Subchondral Epiphysis Lateral Bone 
Marrow Density not covered by meniscus 
(mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_SubchEpi_Med_BMD
_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Subchondral Epiphysis Medial Bone 
Marrow Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_SubchEpi_Med_BMD
_Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Subchondral Epiphysis Medial Bone 
Marrow Density covered by meniscus 
(mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_SubchEpi_Med_BMD
_N_Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Subchondral Epiphysis Medial Bone 
Marrow Density not covered by meniscus 
(mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_SubchEpi_Tot_BMD_
K 

-300-2000 Tibia Subchondral Epiphysis Total Bone 
Marrow Density (mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_SubchEpi_Tot_BMD_
Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Subchondral Epiphysis Total Bone 
Marrow Density covered by meniscus 
(mg/cm3) 

15 

CT T_SubchEpi_Tot_BMD_
N_Menis_K 

-300-2000 Tibia Subchondral Epiphysis Total Bone 
Marrow Density not covered by meniscus 
(mg/cm3) 

15 

Clinical 
assessmen
t 

BP_DBP_mean 30-220 BP: Mean sitting DBP (mmHg) 0 

Clinical 
assessmen
t 

BP_HR_mean 40-135 BP: Mean sitting heart rate (Beats/min) 0 

Clinical 
assessmen
t 

BP_SBP_mean 30-220 BP: Mean sitting SBP (mmHg) 0 

Clinical 
assessmen
t 

Chair_StandUp_Stands 1-30 PERFTST: Number of times patient is able to 
stand up in 30 sec 

3 

Clinical 
assessmen
t 

Chair_StandUp_Strateg
y 

0=No;1=Yes PERFTST: Adapted strategy used during 30 
sec stand up test? 

0 

Clinical 
assessmen
t 

Menopause_Post -1=not_apply_as_male;0=No;1=Yes; Menopause: Is the patient post-menopausal 
(ASSE and M000 aggregated, -1 for males)? 

2 

Clinical 
assessmen
t 

Self_Paced_Walk_Aid 0=No;1=Yes PERFTST: Has patient used assistive walking 
aid during 40m walking test? 

0 

Clinical 
assessmen
t 

Self_Paced_Walk_Time 0-70 PERFTST: Time needed for 40 m walking 
(sec) 

0 

Comorbidit
y 

CCI 0-29 Charlson Comorbidity Index 0 

Demograp
hics 

Age >= 18 Age at baseline (years) 0 

Demograp
hics 

Sex 1=Male;2=Female; Gender 0 

FIHOA clench_fist 0=Possible without difficulty;1=Possible with slight 
difficulty;2=Possible with important 
difficulty;3=Impossible; 

05. Are you able to clench your fist 4 

FIHOA clench_fist_score 0=Possible without difficulty;1=Possible with slight 
difficulty;2=Possible with important 
difficulty;3=Impossible 

05. Are you able to clench your fist - score 4 

FIHOA cut_meat_knife 0=Possible without difficulty;1=Possible with slight 
difficulty;2=Possible with important 
difficulty;3=Impossible; 

02. Are you able to cut meat with a knife 4 

FIHOA cut_meat_knife_score 0=Possible without difficulty;1=Possible with slight 
difficulty;2=Possible with important 
difficulty;3=Impossible 

02. Are you able to cut meat with a knife - 
score 

4 

FIHOA cut_scissors 0=Possible without difficulty;1=Possible with slight 
difficulty;2=Possible with important 
difficulty;3=Impossible; 

03. Are you able to cut cloth or paper with 
scissors 

4 

FIHOA cut_scissors_score 0=Possible without difficulty;1=Possible with slight 
difficulty;2=Possible with important 
difficulty;3=Impossible 

03. Are you able to cut cloth or paper with 
scissors - score 

4 

FIHOA fasten_buttons 0=Possible without difficulty;1=Possible with slight 
difficulty;2=Possible with important 
difficulty;3=Impossible; 

08. Are you able to fasten buttons 6 

FIHOA fasten_buttons_score 0=Possible without difficulty;1=Possible with slight 
difficulty;2=Possible with important 

08. Are you able to fasten buttons - score 6 
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difficulty;3=Impossible 

FIHOA handshake_no_reluctan
ce 

0=Possible without difficulty;1=Possible with slight 
difficulty;2=Possible with important 
difficulty;3=Impossible; 

10. Would you accept handshake without 
reluctance 

3 

FIHOA lift_bottle 0=Possible without difficulty;1=Possible with slight 
difficulty;2=Possible with important 
difficulty;3=Impossible; 

04. Are you able to lift full bottle with hand 3 

FIHOA sew_use_screwdriver 0=Possible without difficulty;1=Possible with slight 
difficulty;2=Possible with important 
difficulty;3=Impossible; 

07. Are you able to sew/use a screwdriver 8 

FIHOA tie_knot 0=Possible without difficulty;1=Possible with slight 
difficulty;2=Possible with important 
difficulty;3=Impossible; 

06. Are you able to tie a knot 4 

FIHOA turn_key 0=Possible without difficulty;1=Possible with slight 
difficulty;2=Possible with important 
difficulty;3=Impossible; 

01. Are you able to turn a key in a lock 3 

FIHOA write_long_period 0=Possible without difficulty;1=Possible with slight 
difficulty;2=Possible with important 
difficulty;3=Impossible; 

09. Are you able to write for a long period 3 

HOOS HOOS_A01_Stairs_Des
c 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A01. Degree of difficulty descending stairs 
(hip) 

4 

HOOS HOOS_A02_Stairs_Asc 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A02. Degree of difficulty ascending stairs (hip) 4 

HOOS HOOS_A03_Rising_Sitt
ing 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A03. Degree of difficulty rising from sitting 
(hip) 

3 

HOOS HOOS_A04_Standing 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A04. Degree of difficulty standing (hip) 4 

HOOS HOOS_A05_Bending 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A05. Degree of difficulty bending to floor/pick 
up an object (hip) 

5 

HOOS HOOS_A06_Walking_Fl
at 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A06. Degree of difficulty walking on flat 
surface (hip) 

4 

HOOS HOOS_A07_Car_InOut 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A07. Degree of difficulty getting in/out of car 
(hip) 

4 

HOOS HOOS_A08_Shopping 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A08. Degree of difficulty going shopping (hip) 3 

HOOS HOOS_A09_Socks_On 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A09. Degree of difficulty putting on 
socks/stockings (hip) 

3 

HOOS HOOS_A10_Rising_Be
d 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A10. Degree of difficulty rising from bed (hip) 4 

HOOS HOOS_A11_Sock_Off 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A11. Degree of difficulty taking off 
socks/stockings (hip) 

3 

HOOS HOOS_A12_Bed 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A12. Degree of difficulty lying in bed (hip) 3 

HOOS HOOS_A13_Bath_InOu
t 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A13. Degree of difficulty getting in/out of bath 
(hip) 

6 

HOOS HOOS_A14_Sitting 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A14. Degree of difficulty sitting (hip) 5 

HOOS HOOS_A15_Toilet 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A15. Degree of difficulty getting on/off toilet 
(hip) 

3 

HOOS HOOS_A16_Duties_He
avy 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A16. Degree of difficulty with heavy domestic 
duties (hip) 

7 

HOOS HOOS_A17_Duties_Lig
ht 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A17. Degree of difficulty with light domestic 
duties (hip) 

4 

HOOS HOOS_P01_Pain 1=Never;2=Monthly;3=Weekly;4=Daily;5=Always P01. How often do you experience hip pain 4 

HOOS HOOS_P02_Straighteni
ng 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme P02. Pain experience when straightening hip 
fully 

4 

HOOS HOOS_P03_Bending 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme P03. Pain experience when bending hip fully 6 

HOOS HOOS_P04_Walking_Fl
at 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme P04. Pain when walking on a flat surface 3 

HOOS HOOS_P05_Stairs 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme P05. Pain when going up or down stairs 3 

HOOS HOOS_P06_Bed 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme P06. Pain when at night while in bed 3 

HOOS HOOS_P07_Sitting_Lyi
ng 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme P07. Pain when sitting or lying 3 

HOOS HOOS_P08_Standing 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme P08. Pain when standing upright 3 

HOOS HOOS_P09_Walking_H
ard_Surface 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme P09. Pain when walking on hard surface 4 

HOOS HOOS_P10_Walking_U
neven_Surface 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme P10. Pain when walking on uneven surface 3 

HOOS HOOS_Q1_Awarenes 1=Never;2=Monthly;3=Weekly;4=Daily;5=Constantly; Q1. How often are you aware of your hip 
problem 

5 

HOOS HOOS_Q2_Modified_Lif
estyle 

0=Not at 
all;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Totally 

Q2. Have you modified life style to avoid 
potentially damaging activities (hip) 

7 

HOOS HOOS_Q3_Lack_of_Co
nfidence 

0=Not at 
all;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

Q3. Are you troubled with lack of confidence 
(hip) 

6 
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HOOS HOOS_Q4_Difficulty_kn
ee 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme Q4. How much difficulty do you have with 
your hip 

5 

HOOS HOOS_S1_Grinding 0=Never;1=Rarely;2=Sometimes;3=Often;4=Always; S1. Feel grinding, hear clicking 3 

HOOS HOOS_S2_Spreading_
Legs 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme S2. Difficulties spreading legs wide apart 3 

HOOS HOOS_S3_Stride_Out 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme S3. Difficulties stride out when walking 4 

HOOS HOOS_S4_Wakingup 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme S4. Hip stiffness after waking up in the 
morning? 

3 

HOOS HOOS_S5_Sitting_Lyin
g 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme S5. Hip stiffness when sitting, lying, rest? 3 

HOOS HOOS_SP1_Squatting 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme SP1. Difficulty experienced with squatting 
(hip) 

10 

HOOS HOOS_SP3_Twisting 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme SP3. Difficulty experienced with 
twisting/pivoting (hip) 

9 

HOOS HOOS_SP4_Walking_U
neven_Surface 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme SP4. Difficulty experienced with walking 
uneven surface (hip) 

5 

ICOAP constant_hip_pain_affe
ct_QoL 

0=Not at all/No constant hip 
pain;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

03. Constant hip pain affected quality of life 4 

ICOAP constant_hip_pain_affe
ct_sleep 

0=Not at all/No constant hip 
pain;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

02. Constant hip pain affected sleep 4 

ICOAP constant_hip_pain_how
_frustrated 

0=Not at all/No constant hip 
pain;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

04. Frustrated or annoyed constant hip pain 4 

ICOAP constant_hip_pain_how
_upset 

0=Not at all/No constant hip 
pain;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

05. Upset or worried constant hip pain 10 

ICOAP constant_hip_pain_inte
nsity 

0=Not at all/No constant hip 
pain;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

01. How intense constant hip pain 4 

ICOAP constant_knee_pain_aff
ect_QoL 

0=Not at all/No constant knee 
pain;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

03. Constant knee pain affected quality life 1 

ICOAP constant_knee_pain_aff
ect_sleep 

0=Not at all/No constant knee 
pain;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

02. Constant knee pain affected sleep 2 

ICOAP constant_knee_pain_ho
w_frustrated 

0=Not at all/No constant knee 
pain;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

04. Frustrated or annoyed constant knee pain 1 

ICOAP constant_knee_pain_ho
w_upset 

0=Not at all/No constant knee 
pain;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

05. Upset or worried constant knee pain 5 

ICOAP constant_knee_pain_int
ensity 

0=Not at all/No constant knee 
pain;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

01. How intense constant knee pain 2 

ICOAP varying_hip_pain_affect
_QoL 

0=Not at all/No hip pain that comes and 
goes;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

09. Hip pain comes and goes affected quality 
life 

5 

ICOAP varying_hip_pain_affect
_sleep 

0=Not at all/No hip pain that comes and 
goes;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

08. Hip pain comes and goes affected sleep 5 

ICOAP varying_hip_pain_frequ
ency 

0=Never/No knee pain that comes ans 
goes;1=Rarely;2=Sometimes;3=Often;4=Very often; 

07. How frequently hip pain comes and goes 5 

ICOAP varying_hip_pain_how_f
rustrated 

0=Not at all/No hip pain that comes and 
goes;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

10. Frustrated or annoyed hip pain comes and 
goes 

5 

ICOAP varying_hip_pain_how_
upset 

0=Not at all/No hip pain that comes and 
goes;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

11. Upset or worried hip pain comes and goes 5 

ICOAP varying_hip_pain_intens
ity 

0=Not at all/No hip pain that comes and 
goes;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

06. How intense hip pain comes and goes 5 

ICOAP varying_knee_pain_affe
ct_QoL 

0=Not at all/No knee pain that comes and 
goes;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

09. Knee pain comes and goes affected 
quality life 

2 

ICOAP varying_knee_pain_affe
ct_sleep 

0=Not at all/No knee pain that comes and 
goes;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

08. Knee pain comes and goes affected sleep 1 

ICOAP varying_knee_pain_freq
uency 

0=Never/No knee pain that comes ans 
goes;1=Rarely;2=Sometimes;3=Often;4=Very often; 

07. How frequently knee pain comes and 
goes 

1 

ICOAP varying_knee_pain_how
_frustrated 

0=Not at all/No knee pain that comes and 
goes;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

10. Frustrated or annoyed knee pain comes 
and goes 

1 

ICOAP varying_knee_pain_how
_upset 

0=Not at all/No knee pain that comes and 
goes;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

11. Upset or worried knee pain comes and 
goes 

1 

ICOAP varying_knee_pain_inte
nsity 

0=Not at all/No knee pain that comes and 
goes;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

06. How intense knee pain comes and goes 1 

KOOS KOOS_A01_Stairs_Des
c 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A01. Degree of difficulty descending stairs 3 

KOOS KOOS_A02_Stairs_Asc 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A02. Degree of difficulty ascending stairs 1 

KOOS KOOS_A03_Rising_Sitti
ng 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A03. Degree of difficulty rising from sitting 1 

KOOS KOOS_A04_Standing 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A04. Degree of difficulty standing 2 

KOOS KOOS_A05_Bending 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A05. Degree of difficulty bending to floor/pick 
up an object 

5 

KOOS KOOS_A06_Walking_Fl
at 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A06. Degree of difficulty walking on flat 
surface 

3 

KOOS KOOS_A07_Car_InOut 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A07. Degree of difficulty getting in/out of car 3 

KOOS KOOS_A08_Shopping 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A08. Degree of difficulty going shopping 2 

KOOS KOOS_A09_Socks_On 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A09. Degree of difficulty putting on 
socks/stockings 

1 
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KOOS KOOS_A10_Rising_Be
d 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A10. Degree of difficulty rising from bed 2 

KOOS KOOS_A11_Sock_Off 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A11. Degree of difficulty taking off 
socks/stockings 

1 

KOOS KOOS_A12_Bed 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A12. Degree of difficulty lying in bed 2 

KOOS KOOS_A13_Bath_InOu
t 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A13. Degree of difficulty getting in/out of bath 5 

KOOS KOOS_A14_Sitting 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A14. Degree of difficulty sitting 2 

KOOS KOOS_A15_Toilet 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A15. Degree of difficulty getting on/off toilet 1 

KOOS KOOS_A16_Duties_He
avy 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A16. Degree of difficulty with heavy domestic 
duties 

10 

KOOS KOOS_A17_Duties_Lig
ht 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme A17. Degree of difficulty with light domestic 
duties 

7 

KOOS KOOS_P01_Pain 1=Never;2=Monthly;3=Weekly;4=Daily;5=Always P01. How often do you experience knee pain 6 

KOOS KOOS_P02_Twisting 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme P02. Pain experience when twisting/pivoting 3 

KOOS KOOS_P03_Straighteni
ng 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme P03. Pain experience when straightening 
knee fully 

1 

KOOS KOOS_P04_Bending 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme P04. Pain experience when bending knee 
fully 

2 

KOOS KOOS_P05_Walking_Fl
at 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme P05. Pain when walking on flat surface 1 

KOOS KOOS_P06_Stairs 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme P06. Pain when going up or down stairs 2 

KOOS KOOS_P07_Bed 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme P07. Pain when at night while in bed 3 

KOOS KOOS_P08_Sitting_Lyi
ng 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme P08. Pain when sitting or lying 1 

KOOS KOOS_P09_Standing 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme P09. Pain when standing upright 1 

KOOS KOOS_Q1_Awarenes 1=Never;2=Monthly;3=Weekly;4=Daily;5=Constantly; Q1. How often are you aware of your knee 
problem 

4 

KOOS KOOS_Q2_Modified_Lif
estyle 

0=Not at 
all;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Totally 

Q2. Have you modified life style to avoid 
potentially damaging activities 

4 

KOOS KOOS_Q3_Lack_of_Co
nfidence 

0=Not at 
all;1=Mildly;2=Moderately;3=Severely;4=Extremely; 

Q3. Are you troubled with lack of confidence 4 

KOOS KOOS_Q4_Difficulty_kn
ee 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme Q4. How much difficulty do you have with 
your knee 

3 

KOOS KOOS_S1_Swelling 0=Never;1=Rarely;2=Sometimes;3=Often;4=Always; S1. Do you have swelling in your knee 1 

KOOS KOOS_S2_Grinding 0=Never;1=Rarely;2=Sometimes;3=Often;4=Always; S2. Do you feel grinding, hear clicking or any 
type of noise 

3 

KOOS KOOS_S3_Knee_Hang
up 

0=Never;1=Rarely;2=Sometimes;3=Often;4=Always; S3. Does your knee catch or hang up when 
moving 

3 

KOOS KOOS_S4_Straighten 0=Never;1=Rarely;2=Sometimes;3=Often;4=Always; S4. Can you straighten your knee fully 2 

KOOS KOOS_S5_Bending 0=Never;1=Rarely;2=Sometimes;3=Often;4=Always; S5. Can you bend your knee fully 1 

KOOS KOOS_S6_Wakingup 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme S6. Knee stiffness after waking up in the 
morning? 

1 

KOOS KOOS_S7_Sitting_Lyin
g 

0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme S7. Knee stiffness when sitting, lying, rest? 4 

KOOS KOOS_SP1_Squatting 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme SP1. Difficulty experienced with squatting 5 

KOOS KOOS_SP4_Twisting 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme SP4. Difficulty experienced with 
twisting/pivoting 

7 

KOOS KOOS_SP5_Kneeling 0=None;1=Mild;2=Moderate;3=Severe;4=Extreme SP5. Difficulty experienced with kneeling 4 

MRI MACLBMC_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: ACL - BML at insertion 9 

MRI MACLRP_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: ACL - repair 9 

MRI MACLTR_K 0=0: Normal;1=1: Complete tear; MOAKS: ACL - tear 9 

MRI MANSBUR_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: per anserine bursa 9 

MRI MBMCFLA_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML pct Cystic - femur lateral 
anterior 

9 

MRI MBMCFLC_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 

MOAKS: BML pct Cystic - femur lateral 
central 

9 
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region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MRI MBMCFLP_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML pct Cystic - femur lateral 
posterior 

9 

MRI MBMCFMA_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML pct Cystic - femur medial 
anterior 

9 

MRI MBMCFMC_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML pct Cystic - femur medial 
central 

9 

MRI MBMCFMP_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML pct Cystic - femur medial 
posterior 

9 

MRI MBMCPL_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML pct Cystic - patella lateral 9 

MRI MBMCPM_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML pct Cystic - patella medial 9 

MRI MBMCTLA_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML pct Cystic - tibia lateral anterior 9 

MRI MBMCTLC_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML pct Cystic - tibia lateral central 9 

MRI MBMCTLP_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML pct Cystic - tibia lateral 
posterior 

9 

MRI MBMCTMA_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 

MOAKS: BML pct Cystic - tibia medial anterior 9 
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region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MRI MBMCTMC_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML pct Cystic - tibia medial central 9 

MRI MBMCTMP_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML pct Cystic - tibia medial 
posterior 

9 

MRI MBMCTSS_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML pct Cystic - tibia subspinous 9 

MRI MBMNFLA_K 0=0;1=1;2=2;3=3;4=4;5=5;6=6;7=7;8=8;9=9;10=10+; MOAKS: # of BMLS - femur lateral anterior 9 

MRI MBMNFLC_K 0=0;1=1;2=2;3=3;4=4;5=5;6=6;7=7;8=8;9=9;10=10+; MOAKS: # of BMLS - femur lateral central 9 

MRI MBMNFLP_K 0=0;1=1;2=2;3=3;4=4;5=5;6=6;7=7;8=8;9=9;10=10+; MOAKS: # of BMLS - femur lateral posterior 9 

MRI MBMNFMA_K 0=0;1=1;2=2;3=3;4=4;5=5;6=6;7=7;8=8;9=9;10=10+; MOAKS: # of BMLS - femur medial anterior 9 

MRI MBMNFMC_K 0=0;1=1;2=2;3=3;4=4;5=5;6=6;7=7;8=8;9=9;10=10+; MOAKS: # of BMLS - femur medial central 9 

MRI MBMNFMP_K 0=0;1=1;2=2;3=3;4=4;5=5;6=6;7=7;8=8;9=9;10=10+; MOAKS: # of BMLS - femur medial posterior 9 

MRI MBMNPL_K 0=0;1=1;2=2;3=3;4=4;5=5;6=6;7=7;8=8;9=9;10=10+; MOAKS: # of BMLS - patella lateral 9 

MRI MBMNPM_K 0=0;1=1;2=2;3=3;4=4;5=5;6=6;7=7;8=8;9=9;10=10+; MOAKS: # of BMLS - patella medial 9 

MRI MBMNTLA_K 0=0;1=1;2=2;3=3;4=4;5=5;6=6;7=7;8=8;9=9;10=10+; MOAKS: # of BMLS - tibia lateral anterior 9 

MRI MBMNTLC_K 0=0;1=1;2=2;3=3;4=4;5=5;6=6;7=7;8=8;9=9;10=10+; MOAKS: # of BMLS - tibia lateral central 9 

MRI MBMNTLP_K 0=0;1=1;2=2;3=3;4=4;5=5;6=6;7=7;8=8;9=9;10=10+; MOAKS: # of BMLS - tibia lateral posterior 9 

MRI MBMNTMA_K 0=0;1=1;2=2;3=3;4=4;5=5;6=6;7=7;8=8;9=9;10=10+; MOAKS: # of BMLS - tibia medial anterior 9 

MRI MBMNTMC_K 0=0;1=1;2=2;3=3;4=4;5=5;6=6;7=7;8=8;9=9;10=10+; MOAKS: # of BMLS - tibia medial central 9 

MRI MBMNTMP_K 0=0;1=1;2=2;3=3;4=4;5=5;6=6;7=7;8=8;9=9;10=10+; MOAKS: # of BMLS - tibia medial posterior 9 

MRI MBMNTSS_K 0=0;1=1;2=2;3=3;4=4;5=5;6=6;7=7;8=8;9=9;10=10+; MOAKS: # of BMLS - tibia subspinous 9 

MRI MBMSFLA_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML Size - femur lateral anterior 9 

MRI MBMSFLC_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML Size - femur lateral central 9 

MRI MBMSFLP_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML Size - femur lateral posterior 9 

MRI MBMSFMA_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 

MOAKS: BML Size - femur medial anterior 9 
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region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MRI MBMSFMC_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML Size - femur medial central 9 

MRI MBMSFMP_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML Size - femur medial posterior 9 

MRI MBMSPL_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML Size - patella lateral 9 

MRI MBMSPM_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML Size - patella medial 9 

MRI MBMSTLA_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML Size - tibia lateral anterior 9 

MRI MBMSTLC_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML Size - tibia lateral central 9 

MRI MBMSTLP_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML Size - tibia lateral posterior 9 

MRI MBMSTMA_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML Size - tibia medial anterior 9 

MRI MBMSTMC_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML Size - tibia medial central 9 

MRI MBMSTMP_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 

MOAKS: BML Size - tibia medial posterior 9 
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region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MRI MBMSTSS_K 0=none;0=from none within-grade worsening;1=from 
<33% of region within-grade improving;1=<33% of 
region;;1=from <33% of region within-grade 
worsening;2=from 33%-66% of region within-grade 
improving;2=33%-66% of region;;2=from 33%-66% of 
region within-grade worsening;3=from >66% of region 
within-grade improving;3=>66% of region;3=from 
>66% of region within-grade worsening; 

MOAKS: BML Size - tibia subspinous 9 

MRI MCMFLA_AREA_K 0=normal;0=from normal Area within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% Area within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% Area;1=from 1-10% Area within-
grade worsening;2=from 10-75% Area within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% Area;2=from 10-75% Area 
within-grade worsening;3=from >75% Area within-
grade improving;3=>75% Area; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - femur lateral 
anterior 

9 

MRI MCMFLA_FT_K 0=normal;0=from normal FT within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% FT;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
worsening;2=from 10-75% FT within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% FT;2=from 10-75% FT within-
grade worsening;3=from >75% FT within-grade 
improving;3=>75% FT; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - femur lateral 
anterior 

9 

MRI MCMFLC_AREA_K 0=normal;0=from normal Area within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% Area within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% Area;1=from 1-10% Area within-
grade worsening;2=from 10-75% Area within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% Area;2=from 10-75% Area 
within-grade worsening;3=from >75% Area within-
grade improving;3=>75% Area; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - femur lateral 
central 

9 

MRI MCMFLC_FT_K 0=normal;0=from normal FT within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% FT;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
worsening;2=from 10-75% FT within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% FT;2=from 10-75% FT within-
grade worsening;3=from >75% FT within-grade 
improving;3=>75% FT; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - femur lateral 
central 

9 

MRI MCMFLP_AREA_K 0=normal;0=from normal Area within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% Area within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% Area;1=from 1-10% Area within-
grade worsening;2=from 10-75% Area within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% Area;2=from 10-75% Area 
within-grade worsening;3=from >75% Area within-
grade improving;3=>75% Area; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - femur lateral 
posterior 

10 

MRI MCMFLP_FT_K 0=normal;0=from normal FT within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% FT;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
worsening;2=from 10-75% FT within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% FT;2=from 10-75% FT within-
grade worsening;3=from >75% FT within-grade 
improving;3=>75% FT; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - femur lateral 
posterior 

10 

MRI MCMFMA_AREA_K 0=normal;0=from normal Area within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% Area within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% Area;1=from 1-10% Area within-
grade worsening;2=from 10-75% Area within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% Area;2=from 10-75% Area 
within-grade worsening;3=from >75% Area within-
grade improving;3=>75% Area; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - femur medial 
anterior 

9 

MRI MCMFMA_FT_K 0=normal;0=from normal FT within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% FT;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
worsening;2=from 10-75% FT within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% FT;2=from 10-75% FT within-
grade worsening;3=from >75% FT within-grade 
improving;3=>75% FT; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - femur medial 
anterior 

9 

MRI MCMFMC_AREA_K 0=normal;0=from normal Area within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% Area within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% Area;1=from 1-10% Area within-
grade worsening;2=from 10-75% Area within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% Area;2=from 10-75% Area 
within-grade worsening;3=from >75% Area within-
grade improving;3=>75% Area; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - femur medial 
central 

9 

MRI MCMFMC_FT_K 0=normal;0=from normal FT within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% FT;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - femur medial 
central 

9 
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worsening;2=from 10-75% FT within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% FT;2=from 10-75% FT within-
grade worsening;3=from >75% FT within-grade 
improving;3=>75% FT; 

MRI MCMFMP_AREA_K 0=normal;0=from normal Area within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% Area within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% Area;1=from 1-10% Area within-
grade worsening;2=from 10-75% Area within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% Area;2=from 10-75% Area 
within-grade worsening;3=from >75% Area within-
grade improving;3=>75% Area; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - femur medial 
posterior 

11 

MRI MCMFMP_FT_K 0=normal;0=from normal FT within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% FT;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
worsening;2=from 10-75% FT within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% FT;2=from 10-75% FT within-
grade worsening;3=from >75% FT within-grade 
improving;3=>75% FT; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - femur medial 
posterior 

11 

MRI MCMPL_AREA_K 0=normal;0=from normal Area within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% Area within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% Area;1=from 1-10% Area within-
grade worsening;2=from 10-75% Area within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% Area;2=from 10-75% Area 
within-grade worsening;3=from >75% Area within-
grade improving;3=>75% Area; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - patella 
lateral 

9 

MRI MCMPL_FT_K 0=normal;0=from normal FT within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% FT;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
worsening;2=from 10-75% FT within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% FT;2=from 10-75% FT within-
grade worsening;3=from >75% FT within-grade 
improving;3=>75% FT; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - patella 
lateral 

9 

MRI MCMPM_AREA_K 0=normal;0=from normal Area within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% Area within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% Area;1=from 1-10% Area within-
grade worsening;2=from 10-75% Area within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% Area;2=from 10-75% Area 
within-grade worsening;3=from >75% Area within-
grade improving;3=>75% Area; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - patella 
medial 

9 

MRI MCMPM_FT_K 0=normal;0=from normal FT within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% FT;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
worsening;2=from 10-75% FT within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% FT;2=from 10-75% FT within-
grade worsening;3=from >75% FT within-grade 
improving;3=>75% FT; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - patella 
medial 

9 

MRI MCMTLA_AREA_K 0=normal;0=from normal Area within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% Area within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% Area;1=from 1-10% Area within-
grade worsening;2=from 10-75% Area within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% Area;2=from 10-75% Area 
within-grade worsening;3=from >75% Area within-
grade improving;3=>75% Area; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - tibia lateral 
anterior 

9 

MRI MCMTLA_FT_K 0=normal;0=from normal FT within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% FT;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
worsening;2=from 10-75% FT within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% FT;2=from 10-75% FT within-
grade worsening;3=from >75% FT within-grade 
improving;3=>75% FT; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - tibia lateral 
anterior 

9 

MRI MCMTLC_AREA_K 0=normal;0=from normal Area within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% Area within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% Area;1=from 1-10% Area within-
grade worsening;2=from 10-75% Area within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% Area;2=from 10-75% Area 
within-grade worsening;3=from >75% Area within-
grade improving;3=>75% Area; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - tibia lateral 
central 

9 

MRI MCMTLC_FT_K 0=normal;0=from normal FT within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% FT;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
worsening;2=from 10-75% FT within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% FT;2=from 10-75% FT within-
grade worsening;3=from >75% FT within-grade 
improving;3=>75% FT; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - tibia lateral 
central 

9 

MRI MCMTLP_AREA_K 0=normal;0=from normal Area within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% Area within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% Area;1=from 1-10% Area within-
grade worsening;2=from 10-75% Area within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% Area;2=from 10-75% Area 
within-grade worsening;3=from >75% Area within-

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - tibia lateral 
posterior 

9 
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grade improving;3=>75% Area; 

MRI MCMTLP_FT_K 0=normal;0=from normal FT within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% FT;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
worsening;2=from 10-75% FT within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% FT;2=from 10-75% FT within-
grade worsening;3=from >75% FT within-grade 
improving;3=>75% FT; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - tibia lateral 
posterior 

9 

MRI MCMTMA_AREA_K 0=normal;0=from normal Area within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% Area within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% Area;1=from 1-10% Area within-
grade worsening;2=from 10-75% Area within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% Area;2=from 10-75% Area 
within-grade worsening;3=from >75% Area within-
grade improving;3=>75% Area; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - tibia medial 
anterior 

9 

MRI MCMTMA_FT_K 0=normal;0=from normal FT within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% FT;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
worsening;2=from 10-75% FT within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% FT;2=from 10-75% FT within-
grade worsening;3=from >75% FT within-grade 
improving;3=>75% FT; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - tibia medial 
anterior 

9 

MRI MCMTMC_AREA_K 0=normal;0=from normal Area within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% Area within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% Area;1=from 1-10% Area within-
grade worsening;2=from 10-75% Area within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% Area;2=from 10-75% Area 
within-grade worsening;3=from >75% Area within-
grade improving;3=>75% Area; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - tibia medial 
central 

9 

MRI MCMTMC_FT_K 0=normal;0=from normal FT within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% FT;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
worsening;2=from 10-75% FT within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% FT;2=from 10-75% FT within-
grade worsening;3=from >75% FT within-grade 
improving;3=>75% FT; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - tibia medial 
central 

9 

MRI MCMTMP_AREA_K 0=normal;0=from normal Area within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% Area within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% Area;1=from 1-10% Area within-
grade worsening;2=from 10-75% Area within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% Area;2=from 10-75% Area 
within-grade worsening;3=from >75% Area within-
grade improving;3=>75% Area; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - tibia medial 
posterior 

9 

MRI MCMTMP_FT_K 0=normal;0=from normal FT within-grade 
worsening;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
improving;1=1-10% FT;1=from 1-10% FT within-grade 
worsening;2=from 10-75% FT within-grade 
improving;2=10-75% FT;2=from 10-75% FT within-
grade worsening;3=from >75% FT within-grade 
improving;3=>75% FT; 

MOAKS: Cartilage Morphology - tibia medial 
posterior 

9 

MRI MEFWK_K 0=physiologic amount;1=small;2=medium;3=large; MOAKS: Effusion - whole knee 10 

MRI MFTC.ThCtAB.aMav 0-10 Medial tib-fem compartment: Maximum 
cartilage thickness (mm) 

13 

MRI MFTC.ThCtAB.aMe 0-10 Medial tib-fem compartment: Mean cartilage 
thickness (mm) 

13 

MRI MFTC.VCtAB 0-20 Medial tib-fem compartment: Normalized 
cartilage volume (mm) 

13 

MRI MGCACL_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: ACL ganglion cyst 9 

MRI MGCOTH_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: others ganglion cyst 9 

MRI MGCPCL_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: PCL ganglion cyst 9 

MRI MGCSM_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: semimembranosus ganglion cyst 9 

MRI MGCTIB_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: tibial ganglion cyst 9 

MRI MGSST_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: semitendinosus ganglion cyst 9 

MRI MIPBUR_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: infrapatella bursa 11 

MRI MLBOD_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: loose bodies 9 

MRI MMCLA_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: Meniscal Cysts - lateral anterior horn 9 

MRI MMCLB_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: Meniscal Cysts - lateral body 10 

MRI MMCLP_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: Meniscal Cysts - lateral posterior 
horn 

9 
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MRI MMCMA_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: Meniscal Cysts - medial anterior 
horn 

9 

MRI MMCMB_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: Meniscal Cysts - medial body 10 

MRI MMCMP_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: Meniscal Cysts - medial posterior 
horn 

9 

MRI MMHLA_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: Meniscal Hypertrophy - lateral 
anterior horn 

9 

MRI MMHLB_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: Meniscal Hypertrophy - lateral body 10 

MRI MMHLP_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: Meniscal Hypertrophy - lateral 
posterior horn 

9 

MRI MMHMA_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: Meniscal Hypertrophy - medial 
anterior horn 

9 

MRI MMHMB_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: Meniscal Hypertrophy - medial body 10 

MRI MMHMP_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: Meniscal Hypertrophy - medial 
posterior horn 

9 

MRI MMSLA_K 0=0 :Normal;1=1: Signal Abnormality; MOAKS: Meniscal Signal - lateral anterior 
horn 

9 

MRI MMSLB_K 0=0 :Normal;1=1: Signal Abnormality; MOAKS: Meniscal Signal - lateral body 10 

MRI MMSLP_K 0=0 :Normal;1=1: Signal Abnormality; MOAKS: Meniscal Signal - lateral posterior 
horn 

9 

MRI MMSMA_K 0=0 :Normal;1=1: Signal Abnormality; MOAKS: Meniscal Signal - medial anterior 
horn 

9 

MRI MMSMB_K 0=0 :Normal;1=1: Signal Abnormality; MOAKS: Meniscal Signal - medial body 10 

MRI MMSMP_K 0=0 :Normal;1=1: Signal Abnormality; MOAKS: Meniscal Signal - medial posterior 
horn 

9 

MRI MMTLA_K 0=Normal;1=Horizontal Tear;2=Vertical 
Tear;3=Complex 
Tear;4=Maceration/Partial;5=Maceration/Complete;6=
Maceration/Progressing; 

MOAKS: Meniscal Tear - lateral anterior horn 9 

MRI MMTLB_K 0=Normal;1=Horizontal Tear;2=Vertical 
Tear;3=Complex 
Tear;4=Maceration/Partial;5=Maceration/Complete;6=
Maceration/Progressing; 

MOAKS: Meniscal Tear - lateral body 10 

MRI MMTLP_K 0=Normal;1=Horizontal Tear;2=Vertical 
Tear;3=Complex 
Tear;4=Maceration/Partial;5=Maceration/Complete;6=
Maceration/Progressing; 

MOAKS: Meniscal Tear - lateral posterior 
horn 

9 

MRI MMTLR_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: Meniscal Root Tear - lateral 9 

MRI MMTMA_K 0=Normal;1=Horizontal Tear;2=Vertical 
Tear;3=Complex 
Tear;4=Maceration/Partial;5=Maceration/Complete;6=
Maceration/Progressing; 

MOAKS: Meniscal Tear - medial anterior horn 10 

MRI MMTMB_K 0=Normal;1=Horizontal Tear;2=Vertical 
Tear;3=Complex 
Tear;4=Maceration/Partial;5=Maceration/Complete;6=
Maceration/Progressing; 

MOAKS: Meniscal Tear - medial body 10 

MRI MMTMP_K 0=Normal;1=Horizontal Tear;2=Vertical 
Tear;3=Complex 
Tear;4=Maceration/Partial;5=Maceration/Complete;6=
Maceration/Progressing; 

MOAKS: Meniscal Tear - medial posterior 
horn 

10 

MRI MMTMR_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: Meniscal Root Tear - medial 11 

MRI MMXLA_K 0=0: <2mm;1=1: 2-2.9mm;2=2: 3-4.9mm;3=3: >5mm; MOAKS: Meniscal Extrusion - lateral 
meniscus anteriorly 

12 

MRI MMXLL_K 0=0: <2mm;1=1: 2-2.9mm;2=2: 3-4.9mm;3=3: >5mm; MOAKS: Meniscal Extrusion - lateral 
meniscus laterally 

10 

MRI MMXMA_K 0=0: <2mm;1=1: 2-2.9mm;2=2: 3-4.9mm;3=3: >5mm; MOAKS: Meniscal Extrusion - medial 
meniscus anteriorly 

9 

MRI MMXMM_K 0=0: <2mm;1=1: 2-2.9mm;2=2: 3-4.9mm;3=3: >5mm; MOAKS: Meniscal Extrusion - medial 
meniscus medially 

15 

MRI MOSFLA_K 0=none;1=small;2=medium;3=large; MOAKS: Osteophytes - femur lateral anterior 9 

MRI MOSFLC_K 0=none;1=small;2=medium;3=large; MOAKS: Osteophytes - femur lateral central 10 

MRI MOSFLP_K 0=none;1=small;2=medium;3=large; MOAKS: Osteophytes - femur lateral posterior 9 

MRI MOSFMA_K 0=none;1=small;2=medium;3=large; MOAKS: Osteophytes - femur medial anterior 9 

MRI MOSFMC_K 0=none;1=small;2=medium;3=large; MOAKS: Osteophytes - femur medial central 10 

MRI MOSFMP_K 0=none;1=small;2=medium;3=large; MOAKS: Osteophytes - femur medial 
posterior 

9 

MRI MOSPI_K 0=none;1=small;2=medium;3=large; MOAKS: Osteophytes - patella inferior 10 

MRI MOSPL_K 0=none;1=small;2=medium;3=large; MOAKS: Osteophytes - patella lateral 10 
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MRI MOSPM_K 0=none;1=small;2=medium;3=large; MOAKS: Osteophytes - patella medial 10 

MRI MOSPS_K 0=none;1=small;2=medium;3=large; MOAKS: Osteophytes - patella superior 9 

MRI MOSTL_K 0=none;1=small;2=medium;3=large; MOAKS: Osteophytes - tibia lateral 10 

MRI MOSTM_K 0=none;1=small;2=medium;3=large; MOAKS: Osteophytes - tibia medial 10 

MRI MPCLBMC_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: PCL - BML at insertion 9 

MRI MPCLRP_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: PCL - repair 9 

MRI MPCLTR_K 0=0: Normal;1=1: Complete tear; MOAKS: PCL - tear 9 

MRI MPOPCYS_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: popliteal cyst 9 

MRI MPPBUR_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: prepatellar bursa 11 

MRI MPTSIG_K 0=none;1=present; MOAKS: patella tendon signal 12 

MRI MSYIP_K 0=none;1=mild;2=moderate;3=severe; MOAKS: Synovitis - Hoffa (infra-patellar) 11 

Medical 
History 

Med_His_OA 0=No;1=Yes Medical and/or surgical history related to knee 
osteoarthritis? 

0 

Medication OA_Medication 0=No;1=Yes; Used medication for OA? 0 

Pain Detect burning_sensation 0=Never;1=Hardly 
noticed;2=Slightly;3=Moderately;4=Strongly;5=Very 
strongly 

09. Do you suffer from burning sensation 5 

Pain Detect cold_heat_painful 0=Never;1=Hardly 
noticed;2=Slightly;3=Moderately;4=Strongly;5=Very 
strongly 

13. Is cold or heat painful 3 

Pain Detect numbness 0=Never;1=Hardly 
noticed;2=Slightly;3=Moderately;4=Strongly;5=Very 
strongly 

14. Do you suffer from sensation of numbness 4 

Pain Detect pain_attacks 0=Never;1=Hardly 
noticed;2=Slightly;3=Moderately;4=Strongly;5=Very 
strongly 

12. Do you have sudden pain attacks 4 

Pain Detect pain_attacks_no_pain_i
nbetween 

0=No;1=Yes 06. Pain attacks WITHOUT pain between 
them 

13 

Pain Detect pain_attacks_pain_inbet
ween 

0=No;1=Yes 07. Pain attacks WITH pain between them 15 

Pain Detect pain_average 0-10 03. Pain on average during past 4 weeks 13 

Pain Detect pain_now 0-10 01. Your pain now 13 

Pain Detect persistent_pain_attacks 0=No;1=Yes 05. Persistent pain with pain attacks 13 

Pain Detect persistent_pain_slight 0=No;1=Yes 04. Persistent pain with slight fluctuations 10 

Pain Detect pressure_painful 0=Never;1=Hardly 
noticed;2=Slightly;3=Moderately;4=Strongly;5=Very 
strongly 

15. Does slight pressure trigger pain 3 

Pain Detect tingling_sensation 0=Never;1=Hardly 
noticed;2=Slightly;3=Moderately;4=Strongly;5=Very 
strongly 

10. Do you have a tingling or prickling 
sensation 

5 

Pain Detect touching_painful 0=Never;1=Hardly 
noticed;2=Slightly;3=Moderately;4=Strongly;5=Very 
strongly 

11. Is light touching painful 3 

Pain NRS Hands_Max_NRS_Last
_Week 

0-10 Hand (left/right) Max NRS score - during the 
last week 

9 

Pain NRS Hip_Max_NRS_Last_W
eek 

0-10 Hip (left/right) Max NRS score - during the last 
week 

10 

Pain NRS Knees_Max_NRS_Last
_Week 

0-10 Knees (left/right) Max NRS score - during the 
last week 

5 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

BMI 16-55 Body Mass Index (kg/m2) 1 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

PE_Doyle_Index 0-144 Doyle index score (hands) 7 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

PE_Hand_Joints_Pain 0=No;1=Yes Patient asked for pain in hand joints last 
month? (hands) 

0 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

PE_Hand_Osteoarthritis
_Severity 

0=No;1=Yes Severity of hand osteoarthritis evaluated 
(hands) 

0 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

PE_Knee_Valgus 0=none;1=lateral;2=bilateral (Knee) Presence of valgus (Left/Right) 0 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

PE_Knee_Varus 0=none;1=lateral;2=bilateral (Knee) Presence of varus (Left/Right) 0 
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Physical 
examinatio
n 

PE_Knee_Warmth 0=none;1=lateral;2=bilateral (Knee) Presence of warmth (Left/Right) 0 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

PE_Knees_Effusion 0=none;1=lateral;2=bilateral (Knee) Presence of effusion (Left/Right) 0 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

PE_Knees_Flexum 0=none;1=lateral;2=bilateral (Knee) Presence of flexum (Left/Right) 0 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

PE_Knees_Grinding_P
os_Test 

0=none;1=lateral;2=bilateral (Knee) Positive Grinding Test (Left/Right) 0 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

PE_Min_Hip_Flexion 1=Less than 90 degrees;2=Between 90 and 120 
degrees;3=Greater than or equal 120 degrees 

(Hip) Min of flexion (Left/Right) 0 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

PE_Min_Hip_Flexum 0=none;1=lateral;2=bilateral (Hip) Presence of flexum (Left/Right) 0 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

PE_Min_Hip_Rotation_
External 

1=Less than 30 degrees;2=Between 30 and 45 
degrees;3=Greater than or equal 45 degrees 

(Hip) Min of external rotation (Left/Right) 0 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

PE_Min_Hip_Rotation_I
nternal 

1=Less than 30 degrees;2=Between 30 and 45 
degrees;3=Greater than or equal 45 degrees 

(Hip) Min of internal rotation (Left/Right) 0 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

PE_Min_Knees_Flexion 1=Less than 90 degrees;2=Between 90 and 120 
degrees;3=Greater than or equal 120 degrees 

(Knee) Min of flexion (Left/Right) 0 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

PE_Sum_Hands_Defor
mities 

0-10 (Hand) Sum of deformities (Left/Right) 0 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

PE_Sum_Hands_Hard_
Tissue_Enl 

0-30 (Hand) Sum of hard tissue enlargements 
(Left/Right) 

0 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

PE_Sum_Hands_Inflam
ed_Joints 

0-30 (Hand) Sum of inflamed joint (Left/Right) 0 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

PE_Sum_Hands_Osteo
phytes 

0-18 (Hand) Sum of osteophytes (Left/Right) 0 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

PE_Thumb_MC_Sublux
ation_Ha 

0=none;1=lateral;2=bilateral (Hand) First thumb metacarpal subluxation 0 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

ROM_Min_Hip_Swing 0-80 (Hip) Range of motion, min of swing 
(Left/Right) 

14 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

ROM_Min_Knee_Swing 0-80 (Knee) Range of motion, min of swing 
(Left/Right) 

13 

Physical 
examinatio
n 

ROM_Stance_K 0-80 (Knee) Range of motion, min of stance 
(Left/Right) 

13 

SF-36 SF36_01 1=Excellent;2=Very good;3=Good;4=Fair;5=Poor 01. In general would you say your health is 1 

SF-36 SF36_02 1=Much better now than one year ago;2=Somewhat 
better now than one year ago;3=About the 
same;4=Somewhat worse now than one year 
ago;5=Much worse now than one year ago 

02. How is your health compared to one year 
ago 

1 

SF-36 SF36_03a 1=Yes, limited a lot;2=Yes, limited a little;3=No, not 
limited at all 

03a. Does your health limit you with vigorous 
activities 

7 

SF-36 SF36_03b 1=Yes, limited a lot;2=Yes, limited a little;3=No, not 
limited at all 

03b. Does your health limit you with moderate 
activities 

2 

SF-36 SF36_03c 1=Yes, limited a lot;2=Yes, limited a little;3=No, not 
limited at all 

03c. Does your health limit you with lifting or 
carrying groceries 

4 

SF-36 SF36_03d 1=Yes, limited a lot;2=Yes, limited a little;3=No, not 
limited at all 

03d. Does your health limit you with climbing 
several flights 

3 

SF-36 SF36_03e 1=Yes, limited a lot;2=Yes, limited a little;3=No, not 
limited at all 

03e. Does your health limit you with climbing 
one flight 

4 

SF-36 SF36_03f 1=Yes, limited a lot;2=Yes, limited a little;3=No, not 
limited at all 

03f. Does your health limit you with bending, 
kneeling or stopping 

2 

SF-36 SF36_03g 1=Yes, limited a lot;2=Yes, limited a little;3=No, not 
limited at all 

03g. Does your health limit you with walking 
more than a mile 

2 

SF-36 SF36_03h 1=Yes, limited a lot;2=Yes, limited a little;3=No, not 
limited at all 

03h. Does your health limit you with walking 
several hundred yards 

3 

SF-36 SF36_03i 1=Yes, limited a lot;2=Yes, limited a little;3=No, not 
limited at all 

03i. Does your health limit you with walking 
one hundred yards 

2 

SF-36 SF36_03j 1=Yes, limited a lot;2=Yes, limited a little;3=No, not 
limited at all 

03j. Does your health limit you with bathing or 
dressing yourself 

2 

SF-36 SF36_04a 1=All of the time;2=Most of the time;3=Some of the 
time;4=A little of the time;5=None of the time 

04a. As a result of physical health you had to 
cut down amount of time you spent on work 

3 
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SF-36 SF36_04b 1=All of the time;2=Most of the time;3=Some of the 
time;4=A little of the time;5=None of the time 

04b. As a result of physical health you 
accomplished less 

3 

SF-36 SF36_04c 1=All of the time;2=Most of the time;3=Some of the 
time;4=A little of the time;5=None of the time 

04c. As a result of physical health you were 
limited in the kind of work 

5 

SF-36 SF36_04d 1=All of the time;2=Most of the time;3=Some of the 
time;4=A little of the time;5=None of the time 

04d. As a result of emotional health you had 
difficulty performing the work 

3 

SF-36 SF36_05a 1=All of the time;2=Most of the time;3=Some of the 
time;4=A little of the time;5=None of the time 

05a. As a result of emotional health you had 
to cut down the amount of time you spent on 
work 

2 

SF-36 SF36_05b 1=All of the time;2=Most of the time;3=Some of the 
time;4=A little of the time;5=None of the time 

05b. As a result of emotional health you 
accomplished less 

2 

SF-36 SF36_05c 1=All of the time;2=Most of the time;3=Some of the 
time;4=A little of the time;5=None of the time 

05c. As a result of emotional health you did 
not do work as carefully 

2 

SF-36 SF36_06 1=Not at all;2=Slightly;3=Moderately;4=Quite a 
bit;5=Extremely 

06. Physical health or emotional problems 
interfered with social activities 

1 

SF-36 SF36_07 1=None;2=Very 
mild;3=Mild;4=Moderate;5=Severe;6=Very severe 

07. How much bodily pain during last week 1 

SF-36 SF36_08 1=Not at all;2=A little bit;3=Moderately;4=Quite a 
bit;5=Extremely 

08. Did pain interfere with your normal work 1 

SF-36 SF36_09a 1=All of the time;2=Most of the time;3=A good bit of 
the time;4=Some of the time;5=A little of the 
time;6=None of the time 

09a. How often did you feel full of life 3 

SF-36 SF36_09b 1=All of the time;2=Most of the time;3=A good bit of 
the time;4=Some of the time;5=A little of the 
time;6=None of the time 

09b. How often have you been very nervous 2 

SF-36 SF36_09c 1=All of the time;2=Most of the time;3=A good bit of 
the time;4=Some of the time;5=A little of the 
time;6=None of the time 

09c. How often you felt so down in the dumps 3 

SF-36 SF36_09d 1=All of the time;2=Most of the time;3=A good bit of 
the time;4=Some of the time;5=A little of the 
time;6=None of the time 

09d. How often you felt calm and peaceful 2 

SF-36 SF36_09e 1=All of the time;2=Most of the time;3=A good bit of 
the time;4=Some of the time;5=A little of the 
time;6=None of the time 

09e. How often did you have a lot of energy 4 

SF-36 SF36_09f 1=All of the time;2=Most of the time;3=A good bit of 
the time;4=Some of the time;5=A little of the 
time;6=None of the time 

09f. How often you felt downhearted and low 2 

SF-36 SF36_09g 1=All of the time;2=Most of the time;3=A good bit of 
the time;4=Some of the time;5=A little of the 
time;6=None of the time 

09g. How often did you feel worn out 2 

SF-36 SF36_09h 1=All of the time;2=Most of the time;3=A good bit of 
the time;4=Some of the time;5=A little of the 
time;6=None of the time 

09h. How often have you been happy 2 

SF-36 SF36_09i 1=All of the time;2=Most of the time;3=A good bit of 
the time;4=Some of the time;5=A little of the 
time;6=None of the time 

09i. How often did you feel tired 2 

SF-36 SF36_10 1=All of the time;2=Most of the time;3=Some of the 
time;4=A little of the time;5=None of the time 

10. I have physical health or emotional 
problems 

3 

SF-36 SF36_11a 1=Definitely true;2=Mostly true;3=Dont know;4=Mostly 
false;5=Definitely false 

11a. I seem to get ill more easily than others 6 

SF-36 SF36_11b 1=Definitely true;2=Mostly true;3=Dont know;4=Mostly 
false;5=Definitely false 

11b. I am healthy as anybody 3 

SF-36 SF36_11c 1=Definitely true;2=Mostly true;3=Dont know;4=Mostly 
false;5=Definitely false 

11c. I expect my health to get worse 4 

SF-36 SF36_11d 1=Definitely true;2=Mostly true;3=Dont know;4=Mostly 
false;5=Definitely false 

11d. My health is excellent 5 

Smoking Smoking_Habits 0=Never;1=Has stopped smoking;2=Current smoker Smoking habits 0 

X-Ray Density_Mean_Femur_
K 

10-90 Mean Bone density femur (mean of bone 
density lateral and medial femur) (mmAl) 

5 

X-Ray Density_Mean_Tibia_K 10-90 Mean Bone density tibia (mean of bone 
density lateral and medial tibia) (mmAl) 

5 

X-Ray Femorotibial_Angle_K -25-25 Varus angle (angle between the femur and 
tibia determined in the frontal plane) 
(Degrees) 

5 

X-Ray JSNLa_K_LAS 0;1;2;3 Joint Space narrowing Lateral (knee) 3 

X-Ray JSNMe_K_LAS 0;1;2;3 Joint Space narrowing Medial (knee) 3 

X-Ray JSW_Mean_K -0.2-15 Mean JSW (mm) 5 

X-Ray KL_CMC_Max 0=None;1=Doubtful;2=Minimal;3=Moderate;4=Severe; Kellgren-Lawrence score: carpometacarpal 
(max of left&right hands) 

4 

X-Ray KL_DIP2_Max 0=None;1=Doubtful;2=Minimal;3=Moderate;4=Severe; Kellgren-Lawrence score: distal 
interphalangeal 2 (max of left&right hands) 

4 

X-Ray KL_DIP3_Max 0=None;1=Doubtful;2=Minimal;3=Moderate;4=Severe; Kellgren-Lawrence score: distal 
interphalangeal 3 (max of left&right hands) 

4 

X-Ray KL_DIP4_Max 0=None;1=Doubtful;2=Minimal;3=Moderate;4=Severe; Kellgren-Lawrence score: distal 
interphalangeal 4 (max of left&right hands) 

4 
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X-Ray KL_DIP5_Max 0=None;1=Doubtful;2=Minimal;3=Moderate;4=Severe; Kellgren-Lawrence score: distal 
interphalangeal 5 (max of left&right hands) 

4 

X-Ray KL_IP_Max 0=None;1=Doubtful;2=Minimal;3=Moderate;4=Severe; Kellgren-Lawrence score: interphalangeal 
(max of left&right hands) 

4 

X-Ray KL_MCP1_Max 0=None;1=Doubtful;2=Minimal;3=Moderate;4=Severe; Kellgren-Lawrence score: 
metacarpophalangeal 1 (max of left&right 
hands) 

4 

X-Ray KL_MCP2_Max 0=None;1=Doubtful;2=Minimal;3=Moderate;4=Severe; Kellgren-Lawrence score: 
metacarpophalangeal 2 (max of left&right 
hands) 

4 

X-Ray KL_MCP3_Max 0=None;1=Doubtful;2=Minimal;3=Moderate;4=Severe; Kellgren-Lawrence score: 
metacarpophalangeal 3 (max of left&right 
hands) 

4 

X-Ray KL_MCP4_Max 0=None;1=Doubtful;2=Minimal;3=Moderate;4=Severe; Kellgren-Lawrence score: 
metacarpophalangeal 4 (max of left&right 
hands) 

4 

X-Ray KL_MCP5_Max 0=None;1=Doubtful;2=Minimal;3=Moderate;4=Severe; Kellgren-Lawrence score: 
metacarpophalangeal 5 (max of left&right 
hands) 

4 

X-Ray KL_PIP2_Max 0=None;1=Doubtful;2=Minimal;3=Moderate;4=Severe; Kellgren-Lawrence score: proximal 
interphalangeal 2 (max of left&right hands) 

4 

X-Ray KL_PIP3_Max 0=None;1=Doubtful;2=Minimal;3=Moderate;4=Severe; Kellgren-Lawrence score: proximal 
interphalangeal 3 (max of left&right hands) 

4 

X-Ray KL_PIP4_Max 0=None;1=Doubtful;2=Minimal;3=Moderate;4=Severe; Kellgren-Lawrence score: proximal 
interphalangeal 4 (max of left&right hands) 

4 

X-Ray KL_PIP5_Max 0=None;1=Doubtful;2=Minimal;3=Moderate;4=Severe; Kellgren-Lawrence score: proximal 
interphalangeal 5 (max of left&right hands) 

4 

X-Ray KL_Score_K_LAS 0=None;1=Doubtful;2=Minimal;3=Moderate;4=Severe Kellgren-Lawrence score (knee) 3 

X-Ray KL_Score_K_ML 0=None;1=Doubtful;2=Minimal;3=Moderate;4=Severe Kellgren-Lawrence score (knee) 3 

X-Ray OPLaFe_K_LAS 0;1;2;3 Osteophytes Lateral Femur (knee) 3 

X-Ray OPLaTi_K_LAS 0;1;2;3 Osteophytes Lateral Tibia (knee) 3 

X-Ray OPMeFe_K_LAS 0;1;2;3 Osteophytes Medial Femur (knee) 3 

X-Ray OPMeTi_K_LAS 0;1;2;3 Osteophytes Medial Femur (knee) 3 

X-Ray Osteophyte_Femur_Lat
eral_K 

0-100 Osteophyte area lateral femur (mm2) 5 

X-Ray Osteophyte_Femur_Me
dial_K 

0-100 Osteophyte area medial femur (mm2) 5 

X-Ray Osteophyte_Tibia_Later
al_K 

0-108 Osteophyte area lateral tibia (mm2) 5 

X-Ray Osteophyte_Tibia_Medi
al_K 

0-100 Osteophyte area medial tibia (mm2) 5 

X-Ray SSLaFe_K_LAS 0=No;1=Yes Subchondral sclerosis Lateral Femur (knee) 3 

X-Ray SSLaTi_K_LAS 0=No;1=Yes Subchondral sclerosis Lateral Tibia (knee) 3 

X-Ray SSMeFe_K_LAS 0=No;1=Yes Subchondral sclerosis Medial Femur (knee) 3 

X-Ray SSMeTi_K_LAS 0=No;1=Yes Subchondral sclerosis Medial Tibia (knee) 3 

X-Ray TA_K_LAS 0=No;1=Yes Tibial attrition (knee) 3 

X-Ray Tibial_Eminence_Heigh
t_Lateral_K 

0-50 Height of the lateral tibial eminence (mm) 5 

X-Ray Tibial_Eminence_Heigh
t_Medial_K 

0-50 Height of the medial tibial eminence (mm) 5 

Table B2. Summary of the number of features in each category of E and of those showing statistically significant 23 
differences. 24 

Feature category Features with significant differences Total number of features 

CT 62 113 

Clinical assessment 4 8 

Comorbidity 0 1 

Demographics 1 2 

FIHOA 3 14 

HOOS 0 39 

ICOAP 5 22 

KOOS 13 40 

MRI 35 138 

Medical history 1 1 

Medication 0 1 

Pain Detect 8 13 

Pain NRS 1 3 

Physical examination 5 23 

SF-36 22 36 
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Smoking 0 1 

X-Ray 8 38 

  25 
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 26 

Figure B1. Distribution plots by cluster for features in E (continue until Figure B18). Plots are ordered by feature 27 
name (top-bottom, left-to-right). Plots containing at least one statistically different pair are highlighted with a grey 28 
background, and p values are provided.  29 
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 30 

Figure B2. Distribution plots by cluster for features in E (continue from Figure B1 to Figure B18). Plots are 31 
ordered by feature name (top-bottom, left-to-right). Plots containing at least one statistically different pair are 32 
highlighted with a grey background, and p values are provided. 33 
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 34 

 Figure B3. Distribution plots by cluster for features in E (continue from Figure B1 to Figure B18). Plots are 35 
ordered by feature name (top-bottom, left-to-right). Plots containing at least one statistically different pair are 36 
highlighted with a grey background, and p values are provided. 37 

 38 
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 39 

Figure B4. Distribution plots by cluster for features in E (continue from Figure B1 to Figure B18). Plots are 40 
ordered by feature name (top-bottom, left-to-right). Plots containing at least one statistically different pair are 41 
highlighted with a grey background, and p values are provided. 42 

 43 
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 44 

Figure B5. Distribution plots by cluster for features in E (continue from Figure B1 to Figure B18). Plots are 45 
ordered by feature name (top-bottom, left-to-right). Plots containing at least one statistically different pair are 46 
highlighted with a grey background, and p values are provided. 47 
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Figure B6. Distribution plots by cluster for features in E (continue from Figure B1 to Figure B18). Plots are 49 
ordered by feature name (top-bottom, left-to-right). Plots containing at least one statistically different pair are 50 
highlighted with a grey background, and p values are provided. 51 
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Figure B7. Distribution plots by cluster for features in E (continue from Figure B1 to Figure B18). Plots are 53 
ordered by feature name (top-bottom, left-to-right). Plots containing at least one statistically different pair are 54 
highlighted with a grey background, and p values are provided. 55 
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Figure B8. Distribution plots by cluster for features in E (continue from Figure B1 to Figure B18). Plots are 57 
ordered by feature name (top-bottom, left-to-right). Plots containing at least one statistically different pair are 58 
highlighted with a grey background, and p values are provided. 59 
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Figure B9. Distribution plots by cluster for features in E (continue from Figure B1 to Figure B18). Plots are 61 
ordered by feature name (top-bottom, left-to-right). Plots containing at least one statistically different pair are 62 
highlighted with a grey background, and p values are provided. 63 
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Figure B10. Distribution plots by cluster for features in E (continue from Figure B1 to Figure B18). Plots are 65 
ordered by feature name (top-bottom, left-to-right). Plots containing at least one statistically different pair are 66 
highlighted with a grey background, and p values are provided. 67 
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Figure B11. Distribution plots by cluster for features in E (continue from Figure B1 to Figure B18). Plots are 69 
ordered by feature name (top-bottom, left-to-right). Plots containing at least one statistically different pair are 70 
highlighted with a grey background, and p values are provided. 71 
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Figure B12. Distribution plots by cluster for features in E (continue from Figure B1 to Figure B18). Plots are 73 
ordered by feature name (top-bottom, left-to-right). Plots containing at least one statistically different pair are 74 
highlighted with a grey background, and p values are provided. 75 
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Figure B13. Distribution plots by cluster for features in E (continue from Figure B1 to Figure B18). Plots are 77 
ordered by feature name (top-bottom, left-to-right). Plots containing at least one statistically different pair are 78 
highlighted with a grey background, and p values are provided. 79 
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Figure B14. Distribution plots by cluster for features in E (continue from Figure B1 to Figure B18). Plots are 81 
ordered by feature name (top-bottom, left-to-right). Plots containing at least one statistically different pair are 82 
highlighted with a grey background, and p values are provided. 83 
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 84 

Figure B15. Distribution plots by cluster for features in E (continue from Figure B1 to Figure B18). Plots are 85 
ordered by feature name (top-bottom, left-to-right). Plots containing at least one statistically different pair are 86 
highlighted with a grey background, and p values are provided. 87 
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 88 

Figure B16. Distribution plots by cluster for features in E (continue from Figure B1 to Figure B18). Plots are 89 
ordered by feature name (top-bottom, left-to-right). Plots containing at least one statistically different pair are 90 
highlighted with a grey background, and p values are provided. 91 
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 92 

Figure B17. Distribution plots by cluster for features in E (continue from Figure B1 to Figure B18). Plots are 93 
ordered by feature name (top-bottom, left-to-right). Plots containing at least one statistically different pair are 94 
highlighted with a grey background, and p values are provided. 95 

 96 

 97 

 98 
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 99 

Figure B18. Distribution plots by cluster for features in E (continue from Figure B1 to Figure B18). Plots are 100 
ordered by feature name (top-bottom, left-to-right). Plots containing at least one statistically different pair are 101 
highlighted with a grey background, and p values are provided. 102 
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Appendix C 1 

 2 
Supplementary material of “Osteoarthritis Endotype Discovery via Clustering of 3 
Biochemical Marker Data” by F. Angelini, P. Widera, A. Mobasheri, J. Blair, A. 4 
Struglics, M. Uebelhoer, Y. Henrotin, Anne C. Marijnissen, M. Kloppenburg, F.J. 5 
Blanco, I.K. Haugen, F. Berenbaum, C. Ladel, J. Larkin, A. C. Bay-Jensen and J. 6 
Bacardit. 7 
 8 

1 EXTERNAL VALIDATION WITH FNIH/OAI 9 
 10 

1.1 Missing data imputation 11 
Missing values in FNIH/OAI have been imputed as explained in Section 4.2, similarly 12 

to what it has been done for the IMI-APPROACH missing data imputation. 13 

Imputation was preferred to feature dropping, even for the S_C2M and S_PRO_C2 14 

markers (respectively 19% and 27% missing values), as the number of common 15 

markers between the two cohorts is small. See Table C1 for details about the 16 

selected parameters and the type of imputation performed. 17 

 18 

1.2 Results 19 
The three clusters’ distributions obtained by clustering those markers in IMI-20 
APPROACH that are in common with FNIH/OAI are shown in Figure C1. The three 21 
clusters’ distributions obtained by clustering those markers in FNIH/OAI that are in 22 
common with IMI-APPROACH are shown in Figure C2. A comparison between the 23 
SHAP plots obtained by clusters found in IMI-APPROACH and FNIH/OAI using 24 
common markers are shown in Figure C3. Some biomarkers (e.g. S_COMP and 25 
S_PRO_C2) seem to show differences in median cluster values across cohorts. 26 
However, as shown in the SHAP plots of figure C3 these markers are not key 27 
players in defining the cluster identity. 28 
 29 
  30 
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Table C1. Imputation summary for missing data within FNIH/OAI, for those markers that are in common with IMI-APPROACH. Only markers having at least one missing value 31 
are listed. 32 

  KNN RF   

Biomarker Missing 
values 

Grid-search Best parameters   ̅̅̅̅        Grid-search Best parameters   ̅̅ ̅̅        Imputation 

S_COLL2_1NO2 1 (0.16%) neighbours: 2, 5, 10, 
15, 20, 25, 30 

neighbours: 30 -0.045 ± 0.05 trees: 100, 500 
depth: 2, 3, 4, 5 
features: 4, 8, 12 

depth: 3 
features: 4  
trees: 500 

-0.0098 ± 0.058 Median 

S_COMP 1 (0.16%) neighbours: 30 0.042 ± 0.054 depth: 4 
features: 4  
trees: 500 

-0.03 ± 0.22 Median 

S_CTXI 1 (0.16%) neighbours: 30 -0.058 ± 0.53 depth: 3 
features: 4  
trees: 100 

-0.029 ± 0.043 Median 

S_HA 1 (0.16%) neighbours: 30 -0.027 ± 0.046 depth: 3 
features: 4  
trees: 100 

0.035 ± 0.083 Median 

S_C3M 2 (0.33%) neighbours: 20 0.37 ± 0.072 depth: 3 
features: 4  
trees: 500 

0.49 ± 0.074 RF 

S_CRPM 2 (0.33%) neighbours: 20 0.41 ± 0.069 depth: 4 
features: 4 
trees: 500 

0.47 ± 0.11 RF 

S_RE_C1M 45 (7.5%) neighbours: 20 0.12 ± 0.076 depth: 3 
features: 4 
trees: 500 

0.055 ± 0.058 KNN 

S_C2M 115 (19%) neighbours: 30  0.14 ± 0.069 depth: 3  
features: 4  
trees: 100 

0.066 ± 0.098 KNN 

S_PRO_C2 163 (27%) neighbours:  30 -0.0099 ± 0.076 depth: 3  
features: 4  
trees: 100 

-0.011 ± 0.061 Median 
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Figure C1. IMI-APPROACH cluster-based distributions comparison, including the statistical relevance of the 35 
median concentrations (horizontal bars on top of each boxplot). Results are obtained by clustering those markers 36 
in IMI-APPROACH that are in common with FNIH/OAI. 37 

  38 
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Figure C2. FNIH/OAI cluster-based distributions comparison, including the statistical relevance of the median 40 
concentrations (horizontal bars on top of each boxplot). Results are obtained by clustering those markers in 41 
FNIH/OAI that are in common with IMI-APPROACH. 42 

  43 
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Figure C3. IMI-APPROACH and FNIH/OAI SHAP plots obtained by clustering common markers. On the same 46 
row, clusters that appear to be similar in terms of feature ranking and values. 47 
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Appendix D 1 

 2 
Supplementary material of “Osteoarthritis Endotype Discovery via Clustering of 3 
Biochemical Marker Data” by F. Angelini, P. Widera, A. Mobasheri, J. Blair, A. 4 
Struglics, M. Uebelhoer, Y. Henrotin, Anne C. Marijnissen, M. Kloppenburg, F.J. 5 
Blanco, I.K. Haugen, F. Berenbaum, C. Ladel, J. Larkin, A. C. Bay-Jensen and J. 6 
Bacardit. 7 

1 AGE AND GENDER-BASED CLUSTER BIAS 8 
 9 

1.1 Age distributions 10 

 11 
In Appendix B, Figure B5, the age distributions for the three clusters discussed in the 12 
paper was compared, showing that there was no statistical difference between 13 
clusters in terms of age. As complementary information, the age-vs-gender 14 
distributions was investigated, which showed no statistical difference between the 15 
male and female sub-cohorts in terms of age (Figure D1). 16 
 17 

1.2 Gender-related clustering bias 18 
 19 
The clustering results discussed in Section 5.1 were further investigated with respect 20 
to gender. 21 
 22 
In Figure D2, the markers-vs-gender distributions showed that males had lower 23 
concentrations of: S_ARGS, S_C10C, S_COLL2_1, S_COLL2_1NO2, S_CTXI, 24 
S_NMID, U_CTXII, and U_CTXI_ALPHA. Males also had lower biomarker values of 25 
the S_COLL2_1NO2, U_CTXII, and U_CTXI_ALPHA FNIH/OAI markers (Figure 26 
D3). Therefore, the clusters discussed in this paper were expected to present, to 27 
some extent, a bias due to the different distribution across gender. The presence of 28 
this bias was confirmed by the statistical test for the feature “Sex” provided in 29 
Appendix B, Figure B5, which showed that the genders were not distributed evenly 30 
across clusters: the low tissue turnover cluster (green) contained approximatively 31 
40%  males and 60%  females; while other clusters contained substantially fewer 32 
males than females (structural damage: <10% males, >80% females; systemic 33 
inflammation: approximatively 20% males and 80% females  The 67 males in the 34 
IMI-APPROACH cohort were distributed as follows: 37 were in the low tissue 35 
turnover cluster, 10 were in the structural damage cluster and 20 were in the 36 
systemic inflammation cluster. In the FNIH/OAI cohort, we found similar results 37 
(Figure D4). 38 
 39 
Due to this unequal gender distribution, conducting a gender-specific clustering 40 
would be appropriate to further investigate how male and female sub-cohorts are 41 
stratified by our algorithm. However, due to the low number of males (n=67) in the 42 
IMI-APPROACH cohort this investigation was limited, i.e., a gender-based clustering 43 
would not be as strong as if performed on the entire cohort. The female sub-cohort 44 
was substantially larger than the male sub-cohort, and therefore it most likely was 45 
driving the clustering process on the entire cohort. 46 
 47 
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Despite the above-mentioned limitations, insights for the gender-based clustering 48 
results for the IMI-APPROACH male and female sub-cohorts were provided. The 49 
proposed pipeline were run for male and female patients separately (excluding the 50 
missing data imputation and non-fasting patient correction, which were conducted on 51 
the whole population). Figure D5 shows the radar plots obtained from the female and 52 
male sub-cohorts. The clustering profiles obtained by the female sub-cohort were 53 
indeed similar to those obtained by the whole population. Conversely, the male sub-54 
cohort provided a substantially different stratification compared to what was seen for 55 
the females. In particular, male profiles were not discriminable anymore, in terms of 56 
S_ARGS, S_COMP, S_PRO_C2, S_C10, S_HA, S_COLL2_1NO2, which was the 57 
case in both the female sub-cohort and the whole cohort. Nevertheless, the main 58 
fingerprints of a low tissue turnover, systemic inflammation and structural damage 59 
related clusters were still present yet weakened. In this sense, despite the common 60 
traits of male and female clusters, we believe that the three clusters’ definitions 61 
should be different if male and female patients were considered separately. 62 
 63 
In conclusion, while more research should be conducted on more abundant cohorts 64 
to fully evaluate gender bias in clustering analysis of OA-related biochemical 65 
markers, our analysis suggested that gender played a relevant role in driving 66 
clustering results. Therefore, we believe it is advisable for future studies to consider 67 
male and female patients separately and possibly draw conclusions that are gender-68 
based, if sample sizes are large enough. 69 
 70 
 71 
 72 

 73 
Figure D1. Age-vs-gender distributions for the IMI-APPROACH patients. There is no statistical difference 74 

between the male/female cohorts (Mann-Whitney Test, p=0.2854).  75 
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 76 
Figure D2. Markers-vs-gender distributions for IMI-APPROACH patients. The male-vs-female statistical 77 
difference is assessed via Mann-Whitney tests with the Benjamini-Hochberg correction for multiple comparisons 78 
(alpha=0.05). P-values are provided on top of each graph only when the null hypothesis is rejected, i.e. the two 79 
distributions are statistically different. 80 

  81 
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 82 
Figure D3. Markers-vs-gender distributions for FNIH/OAI patients, only those markers that are in common with 83 
the IMI-APPROACH cohort. The male-vs-female statistical difference is assessed via Mann-Whitney tests with 84 
the Benjamini-Hochberg correction for multiple comparisons (alpha=0.05). P-values are provided on top of each 85 
graph only when the null hypothesis is rejected, i.e. the two distributions are statistically different. 86 

  87 
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 88 

Figure D4. Male (1) and female (2) distribution within clusters found in the FNIH/OAI cohort, as discussed in 89 
Appendix C. Pair-wise p-values are reported on top of each statistically different pair (Chi-square test). The 90 
distributions are similar to those found in the IMI-APPROACH cohort, Appendix B, Figure B5.  91 
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Appendix E 1 

 2 
Supplementary material of “Osteoarthritis Endotype Discovery via Clustering of 3 
Biochemical Marker Data” by F. Angelini, P. Widera, A. Mobasheri, J. Blair, A. 4 
Struglics, M. Uebelhoer, Y. Henrotin, Anne C. Marijnissen, M. Kloppenburg, F.J. 5 
Blanco, I.K. Haugen, F. Berenbaum, C. Ladel, J. Larkin, A. C. Bay-Jensen and J. 6 
Bacardit. 7 

 8 
1. Definition of progression 9 
We used one non-progressive category (N) and three progressive categories related 10 
to pain (P), structure (S), and combined pain and structure (P+S). The progression 11 
was analysed between baseline and 2-year follow-up. 12 
 13 
Structural progression was measured using radiographic readings of minimum joint 14 
space width (JSW) across the entire joint, performed with KIDA [1]). A patient was 15 
assigned to the S category if the minimum JSW decreased by at least 0.6mm. 16 
 17 
Pain was measured using the pain subscale from the WOMAC questionnaire [2]. A 18 
patient was assigned to the P category if: 19 

• the pain increased by at least minimal clinically important difference (10 20 
WOMAC points on a 0–100 scale), and was substantial at the follow-up visit 21 
(at least 40 WOMAC points), 22 

• the pain increased rapidly by at least 20 WOMAC points, and was at least 35 23 
WOMAC points at follow-up), 24 

• substantial pain (at least 40 WOMAC points) was sustained both at baseline 25 
and follow-up. 26 

 27 
A patient was assigned to the P+S category if criteria for both P and S were 28 
satisfied, and to the remaining N category if neither of them was satisfied. 29 
 30 
For 76 patients, the progression could not be assessed because of the missing 31 
follow-up data (due to withdrawal from the study or issues with X-ray image 32 
acquisition/quality). 33 
 34 
 35 
[1] Marijnissen A, Vincken K, Vos P, et al. Knee Images Digital Analysis (KIDA): a 36 
novel method to quantify individual radiographic features of knee osteoarthritis in 37 
detail, Osteoarthr Cartil. 2008;16(2):234–243. doi:10.1016/j.joca.2007.06.009 38 
 39 
[2] Bellamy N. WOMAC: a 20-year experiential review of a patient-centered self-40 
reported health status questionnaire The J Rheumatol. 2002;29(12):2473–2476. 41 
URL: http://www.jrheum.org/content/29/12/2473 42 
 43 
 44 
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